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JAX STATE ARCHIVES CUTLINES 
If reprinted, credit The Birmingham News, photographer Norman Dean 
EACH PICTURE IS NUMBERED ON THE BACK 
1. Viola Hyatt, after confessing the murders, walks on her farm, with state 
investigator Ben Allen. 
2. Neighbors watch as the Hyatt farm yard is searched for clues. 
3. Viola's father, Martin Hyatt, whom she called "Daddy." Pet is unnamed. 
4. The Harper brothers built this tiny trailer near the farm house, and lived 
there. 
5. State investigators at the spot in front of the trailer where Viola chopped up 
her victims on bare ground. 
6. Ice box, TV and two beds cramped the small space inside the trailer. 
7. State investigator Arthur Mason (foreground). Viola watches as police officer 
looks in Lee Harper's car. 
8. Gadsden artist John King, working from remains, made drawings of what 
victims may have looked like, but missed their likenesses. 
EACH STORY IN THE CLIPPING FILE HAS A DATELINE, OF WHERE IT WAS 
WRITTEN AND WHEN. THE CLIPPINGS ARE NOT IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, 
AND A FEW ARE INCOMPLETE. THE FILE IS MEANT TO GIVE THE READER 
GOOD SAMPLES OF HOW THE INVESTIGATION PROCEEDED AND WAS SOLVED. 
MY NOTES. THE TEAMS OF INVESTIGATORS KEPT REPORTERS "IN THE 
KNOW" BECAUSE WE WERE THEIR BRIDGE TO THE PUBLIC. THE TWO 
NOTEBOOKS, AND THE LARGER PAGES OF NOTES, ARE DISORDERLY. 
HOWEVER, THEY DO ILLUSTRATE THE FACT THAT THE LAWMEN WERE 
GRASPING AT ANY STRAW FOR ANY CLUE. EVERY TIP AND BIT OF 
INFORMATION WERE CHECKED, AND WHILE MANY PROVED TO BE DEAD END, 
A PICTURE OF WHAT HAPPENED GRADUALLY MATERIALIZED. 
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INFORMATION DESIRED 
Unknown white 111ole. 
Fi .. feet eight inches toll. 
Age-45 ta 60. 
Weight 170 to 180 pounds. 
Eyes-Dort. brawn, 
/ 
Thick block greying hair; thick full lips; heory jowls; heory chin 
(double); musculor build. Would suggest ,..restler or outside type man with 
rough features. Possibly of Greek descent. Cleon sho•en, fresh haircut. 
Ate meal consisting of tomatoes, beef, onions, French dressing op-, 
proixmotely one hour prior lo deoth. 
Subject torto found St. Clair County, Alabama, Monday, June 29, 
19S9. All limbs dismembered and miuing. 
AMY IMFORMATIOM, please contact lnYcstigotars Mason or Allen, 
Alabama Highway Patrol Office, Gadsden, Ala., telephone Liberty 6-3311. 
(i) 
INFORMATION DESIRED 
Unkiiown white 111ole. 
Fi•• het ten inches to six het toll. 
Ag-SO ta 60 yeon. 
Weight 170 ta 180 pounds. 
Eyes-Brawn. 
Thick, greying block hair; full thick li!)S; clean sha•en; fred, hair-
cut; so~ feoturH, slightly couli!lower ear; white filling upper le~ to«h; 
appeared ta be inside-type IIIOn of Greek descent. DrHsed in sham 011d 
undershirt. 
Ate meal of dried beans, tomatoes, onions, coffee with creo111 ap-
proximately one hour priof ta death. 
Subject torso was tound in Etowah County, Alabama, Sunday, June 
28, ,959, all limbs dismembered and missing. 
ANY INFORMATION, please contact Investigators Mason or Alle11, 
Alabama Highway Patrol Office, Gadsden, Alo., telep~ne Liberty 6·3311. 
,-I 
In new book, reporter 
iecalls Viola Hyatt 
57-year-old murder mystery 
By GARY HANNER 
Home staff writer 
Don Brown was a 23-year-old reporter for the Birmingham News in 1959. His career changed in the twinkling of an eye July 1 of 
that year when a report came across the police radio 
that someone in St. Clair County had found a torso 
with no arms, no legs and its face blown away. 
Another torso had been found the day befoi:e. 
Brown was assigned to the case, and the horror story 
he found introduced him to a woman he'll never forget 
- Viola Hyatt. 
Now, 57 years later, Brown has written a book detail-
ing how this woman ended up killing two brothers, who 
for three weeks were known as Mr. X and Mr. Y. 
Recently, Brown sat down with the St. Clair Times at 
a small church in Whitney Junction, not far from where 
one of the torsos had been found, and relived the mur-
ders and the role he played in reporting them, 
When asked how he felt being assigned to cover 
hu~e murder case, Brown said: "Unprepared." 
For three weeks, the investigators had no due who jh.es 
remains belonged to," Brown said. "They were finally idenilii 
See Mystery, PaQe 2A 
2A 
Mystery 
From Page 1A 
fied as 
Harper 
Harper." 
brothers Lee 
and Emmitt 
Viola Hyatt 
"I met Viola in the jail 
after she confessed to the 
killings, but I never had 
a private conversation 
with her," Brown said. 
"I heard her make com-
ments from time to time. 
She didn't like the press." 
Viola was 30 years 
old when she killed the 
brothers. 
"She was a chunky 
woman," he said. "People 
who knew her in her 
neighborhood that I talk-
ed to after she was arrest-
ed said she had a temper, 
but that she was a very 
thoughtful person. She 
would do anything she 
could to help neighbors 
" out. 
How it started 
Brown said Viola and 
Lee had some kind of 
relationship. 
"It never came out to 
the fullest extent," he 
said. "No one was left 
alive to talk about it." 
Viola used her dad-
dy's 12-gauge shotgun to 
shoot both men in the 
face at the trailer they 
lived in on the Hyatt 
farm. 
After she killed the 
two men, she cut off their 
arms and legs and threw 
them in the back seat of 
Lee's car. She then picked 
up the torsos and put 
them in the trunk. 
She took a route that 
went through Piedmont, 
Gadsden and then on 
to Highway 11, which 
used co be called Whiskey 
Trail. She went south on 
Highway 11 and threw 
one of the torsos out of 
the trunk at a house next 
to the chimney in the 
Etowah County portion 
of Steele. She then came 
down toward Whitney 
Junction looking to dis-
pose of the other torso at 
another house. 
Brown said on the 
night she confessed to 
the murders, she took 
investigators on the route 
and showed them where 
she threw out limbs and 
dumped the torsos. 
"Authorities found 
everything but an arm 
and a leg that she had 
thrown over the bridge 
into the Tallapoosa River 
in Cleburne County," 
Brown said. 
Her trial was sched-
uled to begin in Calhoun 
County, but it didn't last 
long,. 
"It was over in one 
hour," Brown said. "She 
pied guilty to the mur-
ders." 
Four possible motives 
Viola gave four 
motives to Calhoun 
County Sheriff Roy 
Snead Jr., but she never 
elaborated on any of the 
four. He relayed those 
four motives to members 
of the press. 
"One reason she gave 
was the two brothers 
abused her sexually," 
Brown said. "Another 
reason was that the broth-
ers drank too much. A 
third reason was that the 
brothers were ugly to her 
daddy." 
A fourth reason had 
to do with an argument 
between Viola and Lee 
over his car. 
"Lee had the only car 
on the farm," Brown said. 
"He taught Viola how to 
drive, and gave her a set 
of keys. She pretty much 
had the run of the car 
when she needed it. She 
said they got into a big 
argument over the car. 
She never said which of 
these four motives could 
have been the reason she 
killed the two brothers, if 
THE COOSA VALLEY ADvantage 
any of the four. She died 
without ever saying why 
she killed the brothers. It 
still remains a mystery to 
this day." 
Identifying the bod-
ies 
Officials had their 
hands full in identifying 
the two torsos, and it 
took three weeks to do 
so. Brown said two lucky 
things happened to help 
investigators identify the 
bodies. 
"The first was that one 
of che torsos had a scrae 
of cloth around its neck, 
he said. ''And on that 
piece of doth, it said LEE 
HA(blank) PER. 
The state toxicologist 
who attempted to do an 
autopsy on what was left 
of these bodies found 
the piece of cloth." 
Brown said the two 
torsos were buried in a 
shallow grave in Etowah 
County with no head-
stones. They were just 
labeled "UNKNOWN." 
The piece of doth had 
been left around the 
neck of one of the torsos. 
Etowah 
County Sheriff Dewey 
Colvard had both torsos 
exhumed, and the piece 
of cloth was removed 
from the torso. 
Brown said the second 
thing that happened was 
a sketch of what each man 
may have looked like that 
ran in The Birmingham 
News. 
"As a couple of 
Calhoun County patrol-
men were on duty one 
night not far from White 
Plains, a man walk-
ing on the road fl;i.gged 
them down," Brown said. 
"The man pulled out the 
sketches of the two men 
and told the officers he 
thought it could be two 
brothers who didn't live 
too far from where ther 
were at on Mr. Hyatt s 
farm. The man told the 
officers he was walking 
to the farm to show Mr. 
Hyatt the sketches." 
The officers told the 
man to get in the car and 
they would take him to 
Mr. Hyatt. 
"When Mr. Hyatt 
saw the sketches, we said 
what he had been saying 
for three weeks," Brown 
said. "He said the two 
guys did live there in the 
trailer, but they were on 
vacation in Covington 
County in Andalusia and 
were not back yet." 
Mr. Hyatt knew what 
his daughter had done, 
and was covering up for 
her, Brown said. 
"The next day, there 
were 50 investigators that 
came out to that farm," 
he said. "By the end 
of the day, investigators 
arrested Viola, her dad 
and stepmom. Early the 
next morning, Viola con-
fessed to the murders." 
'Upstanding inmate' 
Viola served prison 
time at Tutwiler State 
Prison in Wetumpka. She 
pleaded guilty to first-de-
gree murder. Her attor-
neys, the prosecution and 
the judge all agreed that 
she would get a life sen-
tence at Tutwiler for each 
of the two murders. 
Viola was in prison 
when her stepmother and 
dad both died. She was 
allowed to attend both 
funerals. 
"She served 10 years 
of that life sentence," 
Brown said. "She then 
applied for parole which 
Alabama law allows 
you to do. She was an 
upstanding inmate. She 
never caused any prob-
lems, always did what she 
was told and followed the 
rules. A three-man parole 
board voted 3-0 to let her 
on parole. The process 
took only a couple of 
months. She was sent to 
prison in April 1960, and 
paroled in April 1970." 
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 
Back to the farm 
Once she was released, 
Viola went back to the 
farm, and was living with 
a great uncle who had 
taken over the farm after 
her dad died. 
"Viola did not get 
along with the great 
uncle's wife," Brown 
said. "To be grant-
ed parole, you had to 
have some type of job 
lined up. Viola's job was 
co look after the mother 
of the great uncle's wife. 
Because they did not 
get along, Viola moved 
to Jacksonville and lived 
with some other distant 
family members." 
Viola died June 12, 
2000, at age 71. 
Why after 57 years? 
Brown said he decid-
ed to write a book a 
half-century later because 
the case was such a chal-
lenge to him as a 23-year-
old reporter. 
"I had no experience 
covering crime," he said. 
"Much less mutilated, 
chopped-up bodies over 
four counties. I stayed 
with this crime every 
day for three consecutive 
weeks. No one knew the 
answer to anything for 
three weeks. My editors 
expected something from 
me every day, and I grew 
up very fast as a reporter." 
Brown said the story 
itself was such a chal-
lenge that if he had not 
grown up journalistically, 
he would not have lasted 
five minutes on this par-
ticular story. 
"I was able to get in 
with some of the state 
investigators who headed 
up the investi~ation," he 
said. "It didn t take me 
long to realize that the 
investigators from three 
counties needed me as 
much as I needed them. 
They needed to get the 
word out, letting people 
know what was going on 
and could anybody iden-
tify these two dead peo-
ple. I was their voice. The 
more I stayed with the 
story, the more it became 
a personal challenge to 
me to see it through." 
Brown said once Viola 
went to prison, he did 
not follow her. 
He also noted that 
he quit teaching at the 
University of Alabama in 
order to write this book. 
"I spent about 15 
months on the book," he 
said. "I am still trying to 
find people who are still 
living who know about 
it and are willing to talk 
about it." 
Jeannie Griggs 
Whitney Junction's 
Jeannie Griggs was 5 
years old at the time of 
the murders. One of 
the torsos was found on 
property owned by her 
dad. 
"It wasn't a big topic 
of conversation around 
our house," she said. "My 
mother, my two older sis-
ters and I found the torso. 
I don't remember seeing 
the body. I was just so 
young. I do know it was 
found near a house that 
we had recently moved 
from and the house was 
empty. We had moved 
into the home next door, 
but there was a wood-
ed area between the two 
homes." 
Griggs said she met 
Brown earlier this year, 
and has a great deal of 
respect for him. 
Tm glad he has 
brought this back to the 
surface," she said. "There 
will be many people in 
this area who would be 
interested 10 hearing 
about this." 
Brown will be in St. 
Clair County at the 
Ashville Museum and 
Archives on Oct. 27 to 
sign copies of his book. 
Contact Gary Hanner 
at ghanner@thestclttir-
times.com. 
Thursday, October 20, 2016 
White 
presides 
over his 
final 
council 
meeting 
By GARY HANNER 
Times Associate Editor 
The Ragland Town 
Council approved its fiscal 
year 2017 budget Monday. 
Councilman Tim 
McKinney worked on the 
budget for some time and 
said it was close to what 
the budget was last year. 
Revenues are expected to 
be $1.36 million, while 
expenditures are expected 
to be $1.33 million. 
"We should be about 
$32,000 to the good," 
McKinney said. "We are 
not purchasing a new 
police vehicle this year, 
but we left $50,000 in the 
Street Department for new 
equipment. There is also 
a cost-of-living raise for 
employees included in the 
new budget." 
The largest amount of 
income is expected to be 
$430,000 from business 
licenses, while $300,000 
will come from sales tax. 
Your hometown newspaper for St. Clair County 
lair Times 
A product of The Dally Home 
Don Brown was a 23-year-old reporter 
for the Birmin~ham News in 1959. His 
career changed m the twinkling of an eye 
July 1 of that year when a report ~ame acro~s 
the police radio that someone m St. Clair 
County had found a torso with no arms, no 
legs and its face blown away. 
Another torso had been found the day 
before~ 
Brown was assigned to the case, -and the 
horror story he found introduced to a 
woman he'll never forget Viola H n. 
Free 
Judge orders 
release of 
Pruitt, with 
conditions 
Teen was found not guilty 
due to mental disease/ defect 
of terrorism-related charge 
By DAVID ATCHISON 
Times staff writer 
PELL CITY -- St. 
Clair County Circuit 
Court Judge PhilJip Seay 
has ordered the release of 
Peyton Pruitt, a 19-year-
old autistic man who last 
month was found not 
guilty by reason of mental 
disease or defect of solicit-
ing support for a terrorist 
acc. 
'Tm going to get my 
boy tonight," Tony Pruitt, 
Peyton's father, said 
Tuesday afternoon. 'Tm 
speechless." 
Tony Pruitt said he was 
notified by Peyton's attor-
ney the judge was working 
on an order for his release 
this morning. 
"We've been crying all 
day," he said. 
Seay completed the 
Peyton Pruitt 
order Tuesday afternoon. 
" ... The court finds that 
without court-ordered 
conditions, Mr. Pruitt is 
dangerous to himself or 
others," Seay wrote in his 
order. "It is hereby ordered 
See Pruitt, Page 8A 
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From Page 1A 
Now, 57 years later, 
Brown has written a book 
detailing how this woman 
ended up killing two broth-
ers, who for three weeks 
were known as Mr. X and 
Mr.Y. 
Recently, Brown sat 
down with the St. Clair 
Times at a small church 
in Whitney Junction, not 
far from where one of the 
torsos had been found, and 
relived the murders and the 
role he played in reporting 
them. 
When asked how he felt 
being assigned to cover a 
huge murder case, Brown 
said: "Unprepared." 
"For three weeks, 
the investigators had no 
clue who these remains 
belonged to," Brown said. 
"They were finally identi-
fied as brothers Lee Harper 
and Emmitt Harper." 
Viola Hyatt 
"I met Viola in the jail 
after she confessed to the 
killings, but I never had a 
private conversation with 
her," Brown said. "I heard 
her make comments from 
time to time. She didn't 
like the press." 
Viola was 30 years old 
when she killed the broth-
ers. 
"She was a chunky 
woman," he said. "People 
who knew her in her neigh-
borhood that I talked to 
after she was arrested said 
she had a temper, but that 
she was a very thought-
ful e~rson. She would do 
anything she could co help 
neighbors out." 
How it started 
Brown said Viola and 
Lee had some kind of rela-
tionship. 
"It never came out to 
the fullest extent," he said. 
"No one was lefr alive co 
talk about it." 
Viola used her daddy's 
12-gauge shotgun to shoot 
both men in the face at the 
trailer they lived in on the 
Hyatt farm. 
After she killed the two 
men, she cue off their arms 
and legs and threw them 
in the back seat of Lee's 
car. She then picked up the 
torsos and put them in the 
trunk. 
She took a route that 
went through Piedmont, 
Gadsden and then on to 
Highway 11, which used co 
be called Whiskey Trail. She 
went south on Highway 11 
and threw one of the torsos 
out of the trunk at a house 
next co the chimney in the 
Etowah County portion 
of Steele. She then came 
down toward Whitney 
Junction looking to dis-
pose of the other torso at 
another house. 
Brown said on the night 
she confessed .to the mur-
ders, she cpok investigators 
on the route and showed 
them where she threw out 
limbs and dumped the tor-
sos. 
"Authorities found 
everything but an arm and 
a leg that she had thrown 
over the bridge into the 
Tallapoosa River in 
Cleburne County," Brown 
said. 
Her trial was sched-
uled to begin in Calhoun 
County, but it didn't last 
lonP:. 
' It was over in one 
hour," Brown said. "She 
pled guilty to the murders." 
Four possible motives 
Viola gave four motives 
to Calhoun County Sheriff 
Roy Snead Jr., but she 
never elaborated on any of 
the four. He relayed those 
four motives to members 
of the press. 
"One reason she 
gave was the two broth-
ers abused her sexually," 
Brown said. "Another rea-
son was that the brothers 
drank too much. A third 
reason was that the broth-
ers were ugly to her daddy." 
A fourth reason had 
to do with an argument 
between Viola and Lee over 
his car. 
"Lee had the only car 
on the farm," Brown said. 
"He taught Viola how to 
drive, and gave her a set of 
keys. She _pretty much had 
the run of the car when she 
needed it. She said they 
got into a big argument 
over the car. She never said 
which of these four motives 
could have been the reason 
she killed the two brothers, 
if any of the four. She died 
without ever saying why 
she killed the brothers. It 
still remains a mystery to 
this day." 
Identifying the bodies 
Officials had their hands 
full in identifying the two 
torsos, and it took three 
weeks to do so. Brown said 
two lucky things happened 
to help investigators identi-
fy the bodies. 
"The first was that one 
of the torsos had a scrar, 
of cloth around its neck,' 
he said. "And on that 
piece of cloth, it said LEE 
HA(blank)PER. 
The state toxicologist 
who attempted to do an 
autopsy on what was left 
of these bodies found the 
piece of cloth." 
Brown said the two tor-
sos were buried in a shallow 
grave in Etowah County 
with no headstones. 
They were just labeled 
"UNKNOWN." The 
piece of cloth had been left 
around the neck of one of 
the torsos. Etowah County 
Sheriff Dewey Colvard 
had both torsos exhumed, 
and the piece of doth was 
removed from the torso. 
Brown said the second 
thing that happened was 
a sketch of what each man 
may have looked like that 
ran in The Birmingham 
News. 
"As a couple of Calhoun 
County patrolmen were on 
duty one night not far from 
White Plains, a man walk-
ing on the road flagged 
them down," Brown said. 
"The man pulled out the 
sketches of the two men 
and told the officers he 
thought it could be two 
brothers who didn't live too 
far from where they were at 
on Mr. Hyatt's farm. The 
man told the officers he 
was walking to the farm to 
show Mr. Hyatt the sketch-
" es. 
The officers told che 
man to get in the car and 
they would take him to 
Mr. Hyatt. 
"When Mr. Hyatt saw 
the sketches, we said what 
he had been saying for 
three weeks," Brown said. 
"He said the two guys did 
live there in the trailer, 
but they were on vacation 
in Covington County in 
Andalusia and were not 
back yet." 
Mr. Hyatt knew what 
his daughter had done, and 
was covering up for her, 
Brown said. 
"The next day, there 
were 50 investigators that 
came out co that farm," 
IHt. :>I. CLAIK IIMt.:> 
Gary Hanner/St. Clair Times 
Don Brown shares some Insight with Jeannie 
Griggs about the book he wrote. Griggs was 5 at 
the time of the murders, and her mother and two 
older sisters found one of the torsos. 
he said. "By the end 
of che day, investigators 
arrested Viola, her dad and 
stepmom. Early the next 
morning, Viola confessed 
co the murders." 
'UpstaodiJllt inmate' 
Viola served prison time 
at Tutwiler State Prison in 
Wetumpka. She plead-
ed guilty to first-degree 
murder. Her attorneys, 
the prosecution and the 
judge all agreed that she 
would get a life sentence 
at Tutwiler for each of the 
two murders. 
Viola was in prison 
when her stepmother and 
dad both died. She was 
allowed to attend both 
funerals. 
"She served 10 years of 
that life sentence," Brown 
said. "She then applied for 
parole which Alabama law 
allows you to do. She was 
an upstanding inmate. She 
never caused any problems, 
always did what she was 
told and followed the rules. 
A three-man parole board 
voted 3-0 co let her on 
parole. The process took 
only a couple of months. 
She was sent to prison in 
April 1960, and paroled in 
April 1970." 
Back to the farm 
Once she was released, 
Viola went back to the 
farm, and was living with a 
great uncle who had taken 
over the farm after her dad 
died. 
"Viola did not gee alon§ 
with the great uncle's wife, 
Brown said. "To be grant-
ed parole, you had to have 
some type of job lined up. 
Viola's job was co look after 
the mother of the great 
uncle's wife. Because they 
did not get along, Viola 
moved to Jacksonville and 
lived with some other dis-
tant family members." 
Viola died June 12, 
2000, at age 71. 
Why after 57 years? 
Brown said he decided 
to· write a book a half-cen-
tury later because the 
case was such a challenge 
to him as a 23-year-old 
reporter. 
"I had no experience 
covering crime," he said. 
"Much less mutilated, 
chopped-up bodies over 
four counties. I stayed with 
this crime every day for 
three consecutive weeks. 
No one knew the answer to 
anything for three weeks. 
My editors expected some-
thing from me every day, 
and I gtew up very fast as 
a reporter." 
Brown said the story 
itself was such a challenge 
that if he had not grown 
up journalistically, he 
would not have lasted five 
minutes on this particular 
SCO~. 
' I was able to get in with 
some of the state investiga-
tors who headed up the 
investigation," he said. "It 
didn't take me long to real-
ize that the investigators 
from three counties needed 
me as much as I needed 
them. 
They needed to get the 
word out, letting people 
know what was going on 
and could anybody identi-
fy these two dead people. I 
was their voice. The more 
I stayed with the story, the 
more it became a personal 
challenge to me to see it 
through." 
Brown said once Viola 
went to prison, he did not 
follow her. 
He also noted chat 
he quit teaching at the 
University of Alabama in 
order to write this book. 
"I spent about 15 
months on the book," he 
said. "I am still trying to 
find people who are still 
living who know about 
it and are willing to talk 
about it." 
Jeannie Griggs 
Whitney Junction's 
Jeannie Griggs was 5 years 
old at the time of the mur-
ders. One of the torsos was 
found on property owned 
by her dad. 
"It wasn't a big topic 
of conversation around 
our house," she said. "My 
mother, my two older sis-
ters and I found the torso. 
I don't remember seeing 
the body. I was just so 
young. I do know it was 
found near a house that we 
had recently moved from 
and the house was empty. 
We had moved into the 
home next door, but there 
was a wooded area between 
the two homes." 
Griggs said she met 
Brown earlier this year, and 
has a great deal of respect 
for him. 
'Tm glad he has brought 
this back to the surface," 
she said. ''There will be 
many people in this area 
who would be interested in 
hearing about this." 
Brown will be in St. 
Clair County at· the 
Ashville Museum and 
Archives on Oct. 27 to sign 
copies of his book. 
Contact Gary Hanner 
at ghanner@thestclairtimes. 
com. 
lllursday, October 20, 2016 
Hoover woman 
killed in 1-car 
wreck Tuesday 
By DAVID ATCHISON 
Times staff writer 
SPRINGVILLE - A Hoover woman died in a sin-
gle-car acc_ident early Tuesday morning. 
Sc. Clau County Coroner Dennis Russell identified 
the victim as Haley Michelle Davidson, 19. 
The victim, he said, was pronounced dead at the scene 
at 6:40 a.m. 
Russell said it appears the Ford Taurus Davidson was 
driving no~th along Interstate 59 left the roadway and 
struck a bndge column near mile marker 154. 
Russell said the woman was wearing a seatbelt at the 
time of the accident. 
Alabama State Troopers continued to investigate the 
accident Tuesday. 
Act---------
From Page 1A 
System will receive 
$199,078. He said the 
numbers are based on the 
number of students each 
school system serves. 
"This money will be 
used to match federal 
funds at a race of $150 
per student," he said. "The 
results of going to digital 
devices are amazing. Test 
scores will go up; grad-
uation rates will go up; 
attendance improves; and 
discipline problems go 
down. With this Alabama 
Ahead Ace, we're moving 
our students into the 21st 
century of learning." 
Now chat the bill 
has been approved, 
McClendon said each 
school system is working 
to formulate individual 
plans to be submitted to 
the committee. 
"They have to spend 
their money the right way," 
he said. "They can't pro-
pose to spend their money 
on something that is not 
going co get us toward 
the goal. So far, we have 
approved applications of 
about three-fourths of the 
13 7 school districts in the 
state. This could take up 
to another year to com-
plete. In the meantime, we 
will be working on legisla-
tion to provide the devices 
co the schools where they 
are needed. Schools that 
already have devices will 
receive their fair share of 
the money to enhance the 
system they already have, 
such as wider broadband." 
McClendon said the 
school systems that have 
already made the conver-
sion do not have copy 
machines because they 
no longer use paper; they 
don't have lockers because 
they do not have to lock up 
their books; and they don t 
have backpacks because 
students no longer have to 
carry around 25 pounds of 
textbooks. 
Contact Gary Hanner 
at ghanner@thestclairtimes. 
com. 
Sinall Social 
Security increase 
lags health costs, 
groups say 
WA S H I N G TO N 
- The Social Security 
Administration on 
Tuesday announced that 
there will be relatively lit-
tle change next year in 
the monthly checks sent 
to more than 65 million 
Americans. That prompt-
ed protests from seniors' 
groups about how this key 
source of income for many 
retirees lags rising medical 
coses. 
Social Security offi-
cials said there will be a 
O.~ percent cost-of-living 
adJustment next year in 
its benefit payments. That 
translates into an increase 
of $5 to $1,360 for the 
estimated average month-
ly payment for all retired 
workers, the agency said. 
That's barely enough to 
cover the list price for a 
single /ill of the wide-
ly use cholesterol drug 
Lipitor, according to Max 
Richtman, president and 
chief executive officer of 
the National Committee 
to Preserve Social Security 
and Medicare. 
T" D;rJ..•~n"'r .,;ftou 
costs increase, many older 
Americans have under-
standable concerns," said 
Jo Ann Jenkins, MRP's 
chief executive, in a state-
ment. 
While marginal, the 0.3 
percent increase could sig-
nificantly raise Medicare 
premiums for some peo-
ple, said Sen. Ron Wyden 
of Oregon, the ranking 
Democrat on the Senate 
Finance Committee, 
on Tuesday. About 7 in 
10 people enrolled in 
Medicare are sheltered by 
a "hold harmless" provi-
sion that prevents increas-
es in premiums from 
exceeding Social Security 
adjustments. 
Congress will need to 
ace this fall to protect the 
remaining 30 percent from 
spikes in the premiums, 
Wyden said. The exposed 
group includes wealthier 
people, new enrollees and 
people who don't collect 
Social Security benefits, he 
said. 
"Seniors in Medicare 
expect their health costs to 
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THI BIRMINGHAM NrWS 
Reporter polls sla 
Torso 
'Perhap 
g area-
ctimS your neighbors? 
'is tight-lipped answer 
BY DON BROWN 
News staff writer 
STEELE, Ala., July 15-Had 
Mr. X or Mr. Y lived in the 
area where their torsos were 
~ found? Seven persons yesterday said "perhaps." 
firmative answers were given. 
Five persons said they be-
lieved they had seen someone 
fitting the general description 
of Mr. X in their place of busi-
ness. 
Two others said the same 
thing for Mr. Y. 
from seven towns-Fort Payne, 
Albert ville, Talladega, Annis-
ton, Decatur, Boaz and Arab. 
Officers have been puzzled, 
however, no one of the ·gen-
eral description of either man 
has been reported missing 
from that area. 
This would indicate either the 
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; 
•·,u. ~\ 
* 
I 
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t 
✓ 
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MR.,,t, 
'' 
MR. X MR. Y The answers were received 
when a News reporter visited 
every store, service station and 
No p o s I t I v e Identification 
was given either of the vic-
tims, but belief was again con-
sumed that they w.ere not from 
another state or were tourists. 
Former killings were a family affair or ,.... ____ _ 
that someone who has valuable 
information is afraid to talk. 
resident? Did he live in are, 
~t:? 
CL> 
-c, 
... 
::::s 
E 
cafe that was open between the 
t 
southern boundary of Attalla and 
Whitney Junction in Etowah 
and St. Clair Countieg. 
Drawings of the two dead men 
published Sunday were shown 
each proprieter along the 12-
mile stretch. 
Authorities have believed for 
some time the men were from 
Northeast or North Alabama, if 
not from the immediate vicinity 
where their torsos were dis-
covered. 
IT WAS LEARNED under-
OF 30 STOPS made, seven_af_~· ..:..sh_o:_..rt_s Mr. X wore were sold 
Paper works with probe s-
NeWS issues appeal 
for torso murder info 
Do you know anyone missing who fits the general description 
of the two torso murder victims? 
Then please pass along your information. 
One of the men might have been a neighbor .•• a relative 
• • . an employe where you work. 
And he doesn't have to exactly m the artist's conception of 
these men's appearances. Remember, the artist was recon-
structing many facial features that had been tom away by .a 
shotgun blast and knife. 
Both men are beileved to have been olive-complected and 
of Greek or other Mediterranean descent. They apparently were 
each 55-60 years old, weighed between 180 and 190 pounds and 
were about five feet, eight to 11 inches tall. 
WRITE THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS a letter, telling whatever 
you know about these persons. The paper is working closely 
with officers in trying to solve one of the Sonth·s most terrible 
crimes. 
Your identity and the contents of the letter will be kept con• 
fidential and will be turned over to state investigators. <See 
News story, page 5. 
THE DOUBLE murders still 
have the small communities 
along U. S. Highway 11-where 
the torsos were found-upset. 
At Whitney Junction, Steele 
and into Attalla. precautions are 
still being taken to limit night 
travel. Homes are kept locked 
all the time. , 
Most people-as do lnvesH-
gatots-think the killer, or 
1 killers, crone from a five-to-
10-mile radius around where 
the mutilated bodies were 
dumped. 
Be;;t reason for this belief is 
the murderer's apparent know!• 
edge of empty houses along the 
highway. 
He tossed out .Mr. Y beside 
a white frame house that had 
been vacant just a month. Cur-
tains and blinds were still in 
the windows. 
The body of Mr. X was dis-
carded beside an abandoned 
farm dwelling about 100 yards 
from the highway, that can 
barely be seen by passing mo-
torists. 
ti~~ 
per brothers 
are buried again 
ANDALUSIA, Ala., ,July 23-/They later disinterred the u 
Two victims of one of Alabama's lilied bodies as their investtJ 
most :;ensalional slaying cases I continued. 
yestercla~ were bm·ied for the I Viola Hyatt. 30-year-ol(I , 
ccond time. I Plains woman, has copf1 
The first time they were placed the slayings ancl mutilal 
m the. jround unceremon_iouslf. as She is expected to face a G 
Mr. X and Mr. Y, urudentilled Jury some time in August.' 
tor~o victims. . I The Re\·. Welby Bozemari; 
'testcrday they wrre laid to rci;t tor of the West Side Ba f 
as !>rothers- ~ee am_l E n~ m e t t Church at Elba. w40 co'nq 
Hat per. A_ se1 mon \HIS p1 eached,ve.,terdav·s sen·ices. re a ~ 
and a ch?1r s811!! as th_e brothersl2.1rd Psalm and prayed tha 
were buried beside their parents. brother·s sun·ivors might 
. "forgiveness in their heart. 
THE G Rf VE S ID E SC!TJces the <>Ile or ones re~ponsibl• 
took place m the church yard of Lim; "real tragedv." 
Oakgrove Baptist Church, 141 " · 
ilcs norLhwest of Andalusia. THRE_E ~URvTVING hr2 
'l'he Harper brothers were na- and their wives wept softly 
tives of the area where they were ling the sen;ice. About_ 300 fl 
mriea. 'l'hey were. slain and theirland relatJVe~ ~tood quietly 
bodies mutilated nf'ar Anniston. the short services. 
T!'IVestigutc,rs ftrst huried the The hrothcrs are Fred If 
viclim.s in the Gad.,den area near'Searight; Bob Harper. Hose 
\'hflr.P the bodies wen· f o u II d. and ,Joe Harper, Brewton. 
r The remains of lh!' brot were hrought to lb!' <'llur<'hJ 1 from tile Calhoun Co1miy C 
house lo Anniston. The ~ 
were in sealed caskets. ;i 
arms and one leg from the 
n1t•mherccl boclics still are 
found. 
Each sealer! casket had a 
of red gladioli and white porn 
chrvsanthernums. 
As the caskets were 10\~ 
m to the graves the choir l 
" Farther Along" and "Iru 
JSwee1 Bye apd Byf .'~ ~ 
11:i.. - ~ ' .,,, ~ 
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T orsO-) slayer pleads 
guilty, gets life 
BY DON BROWN AND CHARLIE GRA1NGER. News staff writcrs!i=============-=~ 
ANNISTON. AJa., M!J,-ch J 4-Accused :-Torso K·ller Viola Hyatt 31_-year-old farm womnn. rhar~e,.g_ 
today pleaded guilty to mm·cle1'ing her ey-sweelhearl and his brother 111th shootmg lo clc11th ,IIHl h,1ck-
anrl wns senlenc~d to lif jtrlf)risonment. i1Jg to piece~ I be bodies 111 Ll'e 
_ She entered the _pleas shortly after her trial began in a compro- 1crnd . 1':nune>tt I larper 
m1se I.Jet ween state ;md defeJJ,Se attorneys. She ~as charged with ll ;<,J1ss. Hyatt _who lwd appearPcl 
first degree murder in the brutal ,eomposecl and 111 a pleasant mouri 
slayings of Lee and Emmett Har- when ~he entered !ht• courtroom, 
per last ,June. s1_~hed dC'eply when .Judge LesliP 
VIOLA HYATT 
Pleads JJUilty 
JI. Longshorl' l'Pad tlw l'ompromisf• 
Ycnl1c1 THE CALfIOUN COUN'l1¥ Cir-
cuit Court jury hearing the fit-st Known a, 1hr "X .. and ··y·· 
cas wa~ out only about I,i min- murder, bcc-nus1· llw hodi1•~ 
utes, hefore ;,iccepting the v-erdict went unidentified for st•,·1•ral 
in 'fhc killin~ of Lee Harper. her weeks nfter the brothers \\'Pl·t• 
ex-boy friE-nd. killed lust Ju,w the slaying~ 
A second jury then heard hriefl wt•r,, nmon" llll' 1110~1 srn,a-
testimony and retired to decide! tlonnl in rrcent .-\labnmo ninfl-
h 110I histor.". whet er il '!Zreed to the same , . , . . . _ _ 
verdict in the death of Emmett .:\IISS H'I \11 1101 t- " 1wu-p1~e 
Harper io"" clwrcoal brown dress ll'rth red 
,hoe~ and .~old eunmg, Ill·• Jel-
TJ{E HARPIDn brothers lived hb 1t'k hair was lll'.lt I) l'Ollll>l•d 
in a trailer Oil the Hyatt farm in F:·O111 I 1,111e In tmir s he clmt tl'd' 
t1le \\,h·t Pl · , •t L qua I I~ 11 II h lwr al trn·ne,·, ,,ndl 1 e ams commum v ee l' 11 . , . Harpe h d . d "th.· h a wun ( ounty Shenff H O 1 
r a I oome w1 t e Snead. 
Hyatts for I½ years before Em- • . , 
m tt ea"' t (b f d th :\liss H.vatl s attonievs Ntrlier e u~e o e al'm, an ey t d · · 
built the traile d , d . ' en ere a . plea_ ot innocent bJ 
it r an move mto
1 
reason of rnsnn,t., . l'!tJ·chiatrists 
l ' ·1~ il ~· . at Brn·t> Hospital found her On y wr ne>s~e~ a1 the tn..ils 1wre sant'. 
l1tii8\'Ft Ua:'[)Bi" ,\nrlah. ia un" ,: '---------_..:il.-__ _ 
,.t(t;_ee SUI"\ \'1111' hrotl)(ffS lll~-
St. ' " mes11,•:tt111· Ben Allen ~l 
I 11:irprr testified ht' identilled qi 
'" li1 holli .s ol lhe brolht•rs at 
• clsden ,Jul~ 19. All1•n te,tifird ' 
, 1is, lh•:itt told him shr shot 
! .ee llarpt'w after thr.\· qm1r1·elrd 
i11 lht' traUr•r. I Offieers quOtl'd her hclcm· rlw TH! IIIRMIMGHAM NEWS 
tnpJ, a, ,ay111_~ th;.i1 ,Jw ,hot the ,;..A----.--1---tfi!othC'rs 1tflt'r thcv abtM•d her $ trlQ neQrS-
·e,lwlil" ' 
1'hP ~'lll II[' !IIPC('~ of the liruth- T C e t 
ers \\'Pl'e sc;itterecl along Hi.~hway Orso as ge s 
I and nrrnl roads after thp kili-
in..:s ' /1 • k , k / She po,erl smilrn_ :!IY for piclt11"~.•s 1 I e po er game 
f~E•f lilf' lcrrhl't, WP!"!-' 1"1-'llll'lll'C! r 
· -11 110011 
\\'IH'n Shrnff Hoy Sne:id said ANN IS TON, Ala .• Feh. 'rl- But Defense Attorneys R. A. 
"I.Pl go get lho,P lit•.111s. \'1111:-i ... Neither side is showing its handlNorred and John Phillips ant 
plied Tm r·ead, · and as lime for Lhe Viola Hyatt mur- Prosecutor Clarence Williams are.__, __ .. , __ _ 
th,• jail to cal · der trial nears in this East Ala- calling no names. 
er .,ra11• l,iw .\Ir,;, 1-lvall IJJTl3 City. "It's getting like a poker gamelthe writ. He said some decL~ion 
hl'' Plil-!Il>I, tor· Jl,mJif: 10 Neither the prosecution nor de- now." said Norred Saturday. "Ilwould be made on it early this , 
yc;,r, ,rltcr liP inning hrr· spn fense is talking much. All efforts don't want to show my hand too ,week, 
f~11<·e, ,., 1•n t !tough , h,· 1~ mder b · t d th h I " 
are emg cen ere on e s ow- muc 1. A11other defensive move was r ,entence own March 14. 
, Harper and St,1t,• lt11 Pst1gator· That day the trial of the ac- "WE ARE preparing for trial to Ille Interrogatories aimed at 
A]INJ offer<'d the- ,a.me- e, 1dent'." th be l " .d h D J S T ( -' I d 
'Jo,., c cused sholgun,ax murderess will e s we can. sa1 t e 32- r. . . arwa er. supe,,n en • iIL fhe st•cond ~laying as in the Id t · t I tt 
~7P Yr .. r1>c-r cust' begin in Judge Leslie Loni{- year-o cour -appom ec a orney. en{ of ~tale mental hospitals 
n shore's packed Calhoun County Lntil recently thc task ap- at Tust'nloosa. Miss Hyatt was j 
· arper estahlished that he had I Circuit Court courtroom. peared insurmountahle. The I 
~s~n the h_rHI, of his brother, declared sane · at the mental 
E l The 31-year-old farm woman client rt•luscd C\'en 10 talk to I hospital there. 11 ett. allt•r the slaying and h 1 
'Allen or1,•red a brief ~ununun- I already has confessed shooting er counSr ors. A team of doctors declared Miss 
of Miss fl~·att's ronfession to th~ Ii brothers Lee and Emmett Har- "Finally lasl week we g-ot her Hyatt. sane after studying her tor 
twin killing-s. per, then hacking off their limbs, to sit down and talk for the first four months al Bryce Hospital. 
Jtarper w11s askerl luter hy a l hort!y after midnight last .June time," Norred said. "But she still Norred and Phillips have said 
reµorter 11 he ar:reed with the I 'Jfl. Two first-degree murder in- refuses to lell anything about the they will plead the woman inno-
recommendatinn agreed upon by dictmenl,; are standing against case." cent by reason of insanity. 
the counsels. her. Court decision on a mol'e bv Circuit Solicitor Williams, who 
"ft will be left up to the jury She made her statement July the defense last week is l',J)(!cted heads the prosecution, is keeping 
what she gets, hut r don ·t al(ree / 18. several hours after her arrest shortly. quiel on any mo,·es the stale is 
with it.'" Harper declared. climaxed one of Alabarna·s most tmaking. 
THE PLF,i\ brought an abrupt widespread manhunts. NORRED AND PHlLLIPS filed 
r-11d to the trial of tlw plump a ,wit of habeas corpus and IT IS WIDELY speculated. how• 
THREE MEN intenogated Miss made application for a hearing ever. that he will ask the death 
Hyatt that night. One of them- on the writ. Norred said in doing penalty for the accused. 
State_ Investigator Arthur F . Ma- this he hoped to force the prosecu- other figures already involved j 
son-IS now dead. tion into r evealing some of its include Etowah Circuit Solicitor 
The remaining two-State In- confidential evidence. since wit- L. Charles Wri ght. in whose 
vestigator Ben Allen and Cal- nesses could be called at the hear- county the torso of Emmett Har-
houn Sheriff Roy Snead-arc ing. per was found, and St. Clair Cir-
expecled to be key witnesses Judge Longshore said Saturday cuit Solicitor George W. Hodges. 
In the trial. he had been ill four days and had in whose county Lee Harper's 
And there will be others. not been officially presented with torso was discovered. 
~~~,:._ _ _ 
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JAX STATE ARCHIVES CUTLINES
If reprinted, credit The Birmingham News, photographer Norman Dean EACH PICTURE IS NUMBERED ON 
THE BACK
1. Viola Hyatt, after confessing the murders, walks on her farm, with state investigator Ben Allen.
2. Neighbors watch as the Hyatt farm yard is searched for clues.
3. Viola's father, Martin Hyatt, whom she called "Daddy." Pet is unnamed.
4. The Harper brothers built this tiny trailer near the farm house, and lived there.
5. State investigators at the spot in front of the trailer where Viola chopped up her victims on bare 
ground.
6. Ice box, TV and two beds cramped the small space inside the trailer.
7. State investigator Arthur Mason (foreground). Viola watches as police officer looks in Lee Harper’s car.
8. Gadsden artist John King, working from remains, made drawings of what victims may have looked like, 
but missed their likenesses.
EACH STORY IN THE CLIPPING FILE HAS A DATELINE, OF WHERE IT WAS WRITTEN AND WHEN. THE 
CLIPPINGS ARE NOT IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, AND A FEW ARE INCOMPLETE. THE FILE IS MEANT TO 
GIVE THE READER GOOD SAMPLES OF HOW THE INVESTIGATION PROCEEDED AND WAS SOLVED.
MY NOTES. THE TEAMS OF INVESTIGATORS KEPT REPORTERS "IN THE KNOW" BECAUSE WE WERE THEIR 
BRIDGE TO THE PUBLIC. THE TWO NOTEBOOKS, AND THE LARGER PAGES OF NOTES, ARE DISORDERLY. 
HOWEVER, THEY DO ILLUSTRATE THE FACT THAT THE LAWMEN WERE GRASPING AT ANY STRAW FOR 
ANY CLUE. EVERY TIP AND BIT OF INFORMATION WERE CHECKED, AND WHILE MANY PROVED TO BE 
DEAD END, A PICTURE OF WHAT HAPPENED GRADUALLY MATERIALIZED.
No. 560
Greentint
70 SHEETS
No______________
From____ To__________________
Wide Ruled
Interview with Viola's parents
Champion
SHORTHAND BOOK
1888
29
60 333 out 7:30 a.m.
60 506 out 4:30 p.m.
Old woman "It's been so lonesome. You 
take 3 away from a place..."
If tried to harm her "She'd keep it to herself... wouldn't tell us.
But then was some kind of trouble
out there that nite. I don't know 
nothing about it
but if I had I'd been out there, rains'
She slept in room w/father - in single bed
Dad was sick at times
She was best to wait on somebody
I ever saw."
Miss Hyatt -
Your couple stopped - said
"We all got children - don't 
know what they'll grow up to be."
Hyatt - be 72 Friday
Viola was 31 Feb 3 Mrs Hyatt - 64 Aug 27
Mrs H - "It looked like she ought to been happy
here at home...She must not a thought...
Mr. H - "They must been crazy mad. Give her a beatin
I told him (Lee) if he ever hit her I'll kill him... and I would.
Mrs H - "I thought they was married.
She'd tell me
"We may be married, we may be not" 
 Mr H - "I knowed they'd never marry.
I told him "He'd never see the day to call her his."
He'd been married before"
"Bout ready to put 'em out - they was too rough."
Lee "got in w/Viola"
that's how he came to live here.
Fred Harper visit here w/brothers
Dad - "I never saw her take a drink - if she did." 
Told her folks - took him to Anniston to meet a bus
- going to Lee's home in Andalusia."
Lee - a welder at Bynum
Emmett - worked on a road machine - "when he worked."
Lee & Viola went to Anniston
about 4 pm 
After dark when came home after 8 pm
Emmett on front porch with me when came home
Emmett went back to car and brought in groceries
Viola didn't come in afterward until 1-2 am
She woke me up and told me
"Going to Anniston, carry them fellers."
Saw her again next morning "after sun up - She was out there in lot w/car."
Went off in car about 8-9 am
Back at 11.
Bathed, cleaned up before went to singing.
Shotgun - 12-gauge
w/hammer on it
"When you pulled trigger, she'd shoot, too."
She stayed with me all the time.
Taught her to shoot when 7 years old - 
killed 7 robins soon afterward
Shot possums in yard at night
Shotgun in other room from where she slept
Viola went thru 9th grade - 
quit with 6 others - got mad at teacher.
Had "right smart" temper. Never did see her mother mad.
He'd been married 19 yrs before she was born.
Viola's mammy died when she was 5 (1934).
Married again in 1935.
Helped her dad in fields - "followed right behind me."
She's main stake at this place.
I feel like they won't take her away from me
"Couldn't stand to see me in trouble."
"That's reason she didn't come and get me that nite..."
developments within next day or two before arraignment
Dobbins deputy circuit clerk
Attorney R.B. Norred
"informal thing"
conference with three doctors
Viola not cooperating with doctors either
"exploring case still"
Can talk to her now, beginning 
to realise we're trying to help her.
But still won't discuss any facts of case.
3 hrs Sat
2 hrs Sun
"Frustrating."
Attorneys intend to ask for
postponement
arraignment
Plea - not guilty by reason of insanity - if cannot get continuance
Indictments - first degree murder
Norred appointed in Lee Harper case
Phillips appointed in Emmett Harper case
"Never had a client who wouldn't talk to me."
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1 Main Story
2. Sidebars -
phone call
announcement
step-by-step to solution
color on suspects
color on house and attorney
Wallace Beatty
3 Sisters
33 yrs. old on July 13, when tip 
received about him
Beatty stays at 35 w/Jay.
Beatty will be divorced from wife
July 25. He threatened her life recently & 
her daddy
(McKay) is out to get him.
Beatty ex-Hayes man. 
Jay said to be a paint salesman bet.
B'ham v Atlanta
Donald Duck
B'ham Nooze
Killers - men who called lawyers
Bill Jay - w/accent
Wallace Beatty - N.C. accent
Lee Harper - St. Claire
3 sisters under surveillance
since Tuesday pm
Cecil Rogers - 45 about - known bootlegger
burned to death Nov. 27, 1958
happened about 10 pm that night Steele, Ala.
burned completely up - limbs were gone - head shrunk - had drunk 
steadily for 3 mos.
chimney still stands
Mrs. Rogers says she and daughter at Ashville at square dance - 
but Chief Vance say no dance.
Some of nabors neighbors said she'd gone to show
at Attalla or Gadsden
They drove up while shack afire. Had to restrain both of them.
directed tip from Huey Pahotwer
ME Sims
Herman Chapman
Harper brothers from Andalusia
Lee 55
Emmett - mid 48 both formerly of Dozie
Floyd Mann
Bill Jones
WL Allen
Bob Harper -- Andalusia
brother of dead men
Allen fly to Andalusia last nite -- also Mann and Wright
had photos at 1:30 am
went to White Plains early Thursday and
chartered state plan
Viola arrested
She only one
Statement released by WL Allen
left Gadsden about 9 a.m.
went to a farm and found brothers had been missing since Saturday nite June 27
Brothers lived in house behind trailer
Occupants of house say brothers had gone to south Alabama
for a visit
a check at the old home revealed brothers not been since there since December
Johnson called -- work with investigators said
"Physical evidence" at scene indicated torso case may have originated at the farm
3 persons detained
Colvard
Veasey had girl at breaking point for a time
but she'd quit talking and pay 
"I don't know anything -- I'm scared."
"Girl named Dewey as killer. said she saw two bodies beside the car and heard car drive away."
trailer
"in good shape"
3 suits
suede jacket
small trailer
jacked up on concrete blocks
beds made
80-90 inches from back of house
door unlocked
White Plains
3 stores - few houses
light - then suddenly dark no lights
approach from Alabama #9 
Old house
eerie weird
no lights on car in drive
long porch
unpainted, wood frame
wide driveway with gate
half-way back
Colvard --
"Boy, I'm real glad it's over. We've worked hard and long"
"I've sure lost a lot of sleep"
"I figured we'd get it sometime or other"
"Young women really
shook up. Old man just sit and watch us or feed his chickens."
Family cordial -- stuck to story about brothers in Andalusia most of day.
Girl began to bread in after. Give different story.
fastest way to area would be over "moonshine route" back roads which would
pass thru outskirts of 
Jacksonville.
Distance to Mr. X about 38 miles
to Mr. Y nearly 49 miles
up in lead
deputies from Calhoun and Etowah got punching rods to
probe for arms and legs at farm area
Officers here
Calhoun
Sheriff Roy C. Snead
Chief Deputy LC Marshall
JA Jackson
Etowah
Sol. L Charles Wright
Sheriff Dewey Colvard
Chief Deputy Tony Reynolds
Assistant Chief Deputy Felton Yates
St Clair
notified but didn't come.
State
Floyd Mann
Bill Jones
WL Allen
Ben Allen
AF Mason
WB Painter
Highway Patrol
MA Nunnally
WA Hornsby
JW Cairnes
LA Jemison
Herman Chapman
Harry S. Series
Viola questioned almost constantly
until 2:15 am.
Carroll sent to bed about 1:45 then roused
at 2:15 a.m.
At 2:30 am Viola, WC Allen and Mason
left in car
at 4:35 am Carroll driven home
by highway patrol
-- blood stains around trailer
-- door of trailer blasted by shotgun
two bloody axes
two axes found "on the premises"
shotgun blast on door of trailer - "how old it is I don't know."
Old cemetery about 150 yards behind house on knoll
Farm about 40 acres
Lee Harper formerly jailed in Anniston for driving
while intoxicated October 1955
"I knew when they called his name he'd been in jail here. I knew he was going with that 
damn gal, too."
Lee and Emmett both arrested in Calhoun County in 1951
Lee 55
Emmett 48
"She will be charged with murder"
"I'll sign that warrant myself. That woman won't be out of jail anytime soon"
Some of limbs arms located in Calhoun County
Sam
Lon 
Go to Highway Patrol Office now meet
"found everything"
Farm
little grass -- just hard clay and 4 huge trees
wide driveway with crude wooden gate. Fence posts hand-hewn from limbs.
House unpainted with long porch - red brick chimney. broken brick chimney on roof at back
Old man swinging gently
Woman sit immobile in rocking chair
Black dog lying on porch
Hand-made, aluminum trailer - TINY 
Whole area gives feeling of primitiveness and backwardness
Old shacks, dirt, things scattered everywhere - 
Generally a mess
Trailer - 2 small windows each end
1 square wooden step leading up to door. resting on concrete blocks
1. small table
2. floor model TV set
3. refrigerator
4. table - electric skillet; small electric
hot plate - 2 burner
5. small chest
6. mirror
7. 1 bed, 1 cot
8. chair
9. small fan
10. small trunk
11. clothes
12. other misc items
pic
WL Allen
Highway Patrol J.W. Cairnes
with bloody underwear
found near Highway 278 2 1/2 miles
west of Piedmont
just thrown out 
found Friday am
general scene
people milling around
writing reports
huddling
flash bulbs popping
bulbs and cigarette packs litter ground
pic
Willie B. Painter inside trailer photographing
pic
Alton Hall
Cir Sol Williams
Sheriff Roy C Snead
pic
Mr. and Mrs. Hyatt on porch
Heflin - turn left - way past there back to house
Question - How are you
Mrs - "Pretty sad"
Mr - "Won't you have a chair and sit awhile?"
Question - People are just walking all over the place, aren't they
Mr - I ain't never seen nothing like it. Think I'll have a show sometime.
Mrs - Well, it couldn't be no more awful. 
Holding hands to mouth - sobbing - eyes red
Viola Hyatt's 1st day in jail
- 7 am get back to jail
sleep til 9 am
9 am statement
1:15 pm
1:30 pm - out with Allen and Mason to re-enact crime
Send clippings
and picture
WL Allen
Box 1511
Montgomery, Ala
2:15 at scene - about 30 onlookers
1. walk up on porch, briefly talk to Dad - he never got 
out of swing.
Both go into house with A and M
2. She feed chickens from back of house
3. Out back door and thru gate in chicken yard - went to bathroom
4. bring broom out to back fence in chicken yard - rake in dirt with broom handle
show them something then back to house
(she wearing blue dress with brown moccasins)
(crowd whispers about her - giggles - cluster together as after church crowd
5. take Allen to back of trailer - stop briefly
6. go to crib
7. then to back gate to path stay back there about 30 min
rain began while they out there
8. Back to trailer pause briefly, then into back door
9. Change dress (royal blue)
10. Come out on porch -
shake hands with a neighbor - then talk to dad
11. Mason get raincoat - carry to her
3 come out together - 3:36 pm
Reason why chop them up
"to place them in trunk of auto and also to lighten the load."
killing according to her
"in the trailer"
"she did a marvelous job of housekeeping"
cut up outside trailer
TR 9-4464
roughly 170 miles
right at forks other side of Heflin - throw out something
Then called Bromberg's
Frank Bromberg said bandit called:
"One of your men is locked up out there. You'd better go unlock him."
Doors upstairs usually open 
outside doors locked
about 8 p.m. every night
unlocked about 6 am 
when maid comes
3 sisters tag nos
1. '56 Mercury 59-1300
Pauline Conn
Rt. 1, Steele
Red and White Mercury
2. '53 Mercury 48-3073
James C. Robertson
Linden, Ala.
3. Car across hwy CE-4616
1957 Dodge
Davis Nicholson Jr
800 Washington St Gary, Ind.
4. Ford 59-921
Distances
WJ to Mr. Y - .5 miles
WJ to 3 sisters 2 miles
WJ to cider stand - 5.9 miles
WJ to shack - 10.1 miles
WJ to Mr X - 11 miles
10.8-WP
09.3 Hyatt
Mr. A
SF at home
Aug 28 - Sept 12

East Coast Dry Goods Co
and Florida Merchandise
Miami, Fla
April
Sold to
1. Helena Wholesale Dry Goods Helena, Ark.
2. Carter Dry Goods Louisville, Ky but went to Henchcliff, Miss sold to
3. L Turner & Son Scottsville, Ky
4. A. Buttress Wholesale Co Natchez, Miss Ship to Abrusley Dept Store
Oakdale, La
5. Capital City Sales Co Whitehorse, Tenn.
6. Wm L. Moore Dry Goods Co Fred Staples Memphis
7. Dobson & Co Nashville
8. Southwestern Merchandise Savannah, Ga.
"Chances 50% pair came from April shipment." Stanford never
ran across that short in Ala.
fairly new pair of shorts
never been laundered got wet or sweat on or something
Probably bought shorts new and undershirt, too
DeKalb Garment Co
Fyffe, Ala
Scoville Gripper
Co - Atlanta
shorts sold to Ala Textile - Andalusia
Russell - Alexander City
Beenam Underwear Co - Scottsboro
Nick Cascio
from Texas
Kinpin mafioso
associated with Gadsden and Birmingham
bank job 
burglary
he shot along with
Undershorts also too small
size 36
2 gripper yoke front
elastic side
anywhere from 2 months to a year old
sells for .49 cents - cheapest they could get
Davis point out mark immediately
everyone else had missed
Other manufacturers who sell
Robinson, Tenn Fyffe, Ala (Stanford's)
Curly Sloan
Sloan Service Center 2nd Ave and 17th St
style no.
116 G marking in shorts
Lot # 917 - could tell day we cut it from that
Robinson's 11 and 22
Benham 3207 G
Stanford's - Fyffe, Ala.
dealers - this is the one 
William R. Moore Atlanta
Normally sell to wholesale trade then passed to 
retail ship them to
6. Killer wanted bodies to be found
7. hacked off arms
and legs to keep victims from being associated with each other
8. maybe a mania for
revenge - victims might have whipped killer's ass
at one time
9. Shot with #6 shot
10.
Etowah
no blood
urine
green from St. Clair's shirt in stumps.
new, clean undershirt maybe new undershorts pretty white
St. Clair
.12 alcohol content had been drinking
"xo" in stump
green shirt
outside type
Local man angle because
shotgun #6 birdshot and hunting season over
axe shotgun knife in car
familiar with highway
quote Talmage on some stuff
agreed that Etowah's face
stationary when shot
indicates
knocked out
passed out ambushed
Facts known
1. Dead men knew each other
2. Also knew killer - man or woman
3. killed by sam person(s) in same place
4. Killer afraid of individual - maybe why hack up face and shot
one full in face
5. One had fresh shave and new underwear
6. White magnum filling
Urge them to come forward - 
names will be kept in strictest confidence
Wed
Bill E. Keenam
915 16th St N
FA 4-5385
found by 2 little boys
Chevy 58 Impala convertible
Initials on desk BEK
17313 miles
map of East Gadsden
switch key
under front floor mat 
in one trunk
stainless steel silverware employed by 
Stainless Steel Cooking Utensil Co
 placemats
stainless cookingware
another briefcase
aluminum siding samples -
all dates were June 16
Also briefcase with Jodi Biddle on it
Biddle Construction Co
2302 20th St
Tuscon
briefcase - #3
proposed improvement loan application for 
William Orman Weaver
Rt 2, Cottondale
date May 28
File on Jasper
Biddle Construction Co
2121 35th Ave No
bowling ball in case
new zip case
another side wall veneer case
raincoat
2 shoe trees
also in front
whiskey flask
Polaroid coater kit
man's tie
also sidewall veneer samples
2 notebooks on Lumaside
brand new briefcase with application forms for United Insurance Co
another Lumaside metal folding case
2 new women's sweaters  blue beige
also a large permastone sample
good prints on flask
rear view mirror
partial one off Coke bottle
Shorts at Fyffe
EH Stanford had pair just like ones worn by Etowah
Cut
March shipments
Frank L. Robinson
Los Angeles
JL Turner & Son
Scottsville, Ky.
Helena Wholesale
Helena, Ark.
William R Moore
Memphis
Economy Store
Clarksdale, Ala.
pair not in here Stanford says
son Aubrey Orbin Kidd, 21 worked for Minge Construction Co in Rome
Assistant Chief of Police H.A. Stewart
Lieutenant in detective division O.H. Williams
Rome
Dutch Mill Steak House
Oscar Williams
Ed Perry
Aubrey Orbin Kidd - 21 years old
Ernest Kidd son
Kidd originally from Ala.
burned one station - paid off
2nd service station burned
insurance involved - not yet settled.
happened about 2 months ago
station on hwy 27
Ernest Kidd - about 40
former chief of police
Collinsville
lost arm in wreck - says he cut it off with own 
arrested in Rome, Ga for having woman cut off in car
had worked for Bully Bowman
Kidd left Clemons' about 4 1/2 months ago
Frank Terry Deputy Sheriff Floyd Co
Ernest in Rome 3-4 years
good informer on whiskey cases
Orbin arrested for stealing hub caps. had bad record with Army
Kidd had already left when service station blew up
he not being investigated
Orbin marry widow of man her daddy killed with axe
Orbin's mom - Kidd's first wife live in Alabama now
Ernest formerly known as big whiskey transporter in Rome area
Wife described him as having split personality
been separated 5 years
he threaten her life before
"went too far"
pulled up in front of steps
I'd got up in yard a little bit
asked girls what was it
think it's a body
drove down to get daddy-in-law Johnny Partlow
he said was a man
"we called law"
"It was a great shock - it'd been different if it had just been shot. I just wanted to get away from it."
"great shock to community"
House been vacant little more than a month
last tenants Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jester Ashville
owned house about 8 years
Mr. and Mrs. Partlow live in it 7 years until last November when bought present house
It had been a good while since she been down. About month
She been down with appendicitis
For Sunday
1. Where did victims spend last few hours?
2. What did they do?
3. What connection did victims have with each other?
4. Was a woman involved?
5. Could a woman or women be the killer?
6. "Killer Known"
7. Was the killing premeditated or a drunken fight?
8. What type person is killer?
"Saw body when for entry into yard that she had to go in front of steps
stop and turn around"
"Just saw the back"
"Made several in community actually sick to see it"
"Lots of neighbors didn't know it was vacant"
Husband pastor of Cool Springs Baptist Church - near Ashville
Mrs. Jack Partlow
Barbara 15
Patricia 9
Jeannie 5
Rt 1, Steele
"I don't think it's anything connected with people here"
"It's a good community for neighbors."
Didn't know about first one at time she found second torso
It's got the community excited - we're scared a little
All children been scared
keep screen door locked at night
Wright
rock about found Thursday along creek on Walnut Grove Rd
big flat rock had substantial amount blood on it
blood trailed off on small rocks into creek
He work closely on every case - especially homicides - 
preparing case for court immediately
missed convictions about 3 times in 5 years
O T Holliday - Rt 1, Attalla
found Mr. Etowah
near narrows on hwy 280 highway 280
owner Leroy Keenam
FA 4-5835 office
LY 2-7291 home
'58 Chevy Impala convertible
serial no. F588199477
Stolen from home between 11 p.m. June 16 4:25 a.m. June 17
nothing in missing or wanted files
Mrs. Jack Partlow find Mr. St. Clair
Undershorts
store where manufactured in Scottsboro
very cheap .49 - .59 cents
shorts - very cheap
cloth .19 - .20 cents a yard
heads of all departments confer
undershirt too little stretched at bottom
man bigger than size 38
Photo 1 Picture 1 Viola Hyatt, after confessing the murders, walks on her farm, with state investigator Ben 
Allen.
Photo 2 picture 2 Neighbors watch as the Hyatt farm yard is searched for clues.
Picture 3 photo 3 Viola's father, Martin Hyatt, whom she called "Daddy". Pet is unnamed.
Picture 4 photo 4. The Harper brothers built this tiny trailer near the farm house, and lived there.
Picture 5 photo 5. State investigators at the spot in front of the trailer where Viola chopped up her victims on 
bare ground.
Photo 6 picture 6. Ice box, TV, and two beds cramped the small space inside the trailer.
Picture 7 photo 7. State investigator Arthur Mason (foreground). Viola watches as police officer looks in Lee 
Harper's car. 
Y
INFORMATION DESIRED
Unknown white male.
Five feet eight inches tall.
Age—45 to 60.
Weight 170 to 180 pounds.
Eyes—Dark brown.
Thick black greying hair; thick full lips; heavy jowls; heavy chin (double); muscular build. Would suggest 
wrestler or outside type man with rough features. Possibly of Greek descent. Clean shaven, fresh haircut.
Ate meal consisting of tomatoes, beef, onions, French dressing approximately one hour prior to death.
Subject torso found St. Clair County, Alabama, Monday, June 29, 1959. All limbs dismembered and missing.
ANY INFORMATION, please contact Investigators Mason or Allen, Alabama Highway Patrol Office, Gadsden, 
Ala., telephone Liberty 6-3311.
X
INFORMATION DESIRED
Unknown white male.
Five feet ten inches to six feet tall.
Age—50 to 60 years.
Weight 170 to 180 pounds.
Eyes—Brown.
Thick, greying black hair; full thick lips; clean shaven; fresh haircut; soft features, slightly cauliflower ear; 
white filling upper left tooth; appeared to be inside-type man of Greek descent. Dressed in shorts and 
undershirt.
Ate meal of dried beans, tomatoes, onions, coffee with cream approximately one hour prior to death.
Subject torso was found in Etowah County, Alabama, Sunday, June 28, 1959, all limbs dismembered and 
missing.
ANY INFORMATION, please contact Investigators Mason or Allen, Alabama Highway Patrol Office, Gadsden, 
Ala., telephone Liberty 6-3311.
Coosa Valley Advantage 
Mr. X and Mr. Y
Wednesday, October 26, 2016
In new book, reporter recalls Viola Hyatt 57-year-old murder mystery
By GARY HANNER
Home staff writer
Don Brown was a 23-year-old reporter for
the Birmingham News in 1959. His career changed in the twinkling of an eye July 1 of that year when a 
report came across the police radio that someone in St. Clair County had found a torso with no arms, no legs 
and its face blown away.
Another torso had been found the day before.
Brown was assigned to the case, and the horror story he found introduced him to a woman he’ll never forget 
- Viola Hyatt.
Now, 57 years later, Brown has written a book detailing how this woman ended up killing two brothers, who 
for three weeks were known as Mr. X and Mr. Y.
Recently, Brown sat down with the St. Clair Times at a small church in Whitney Junction, not far from where 
one of the torsos had been found, and relived the murders and the role he played in reporting them.
When asked how he felt being assigned to cover a huge murder case, Brown said: “Unprepared.”
For three weeks, the investigators had no clue who these remains belonged to,” Brown said. “They were 
finally identified
 See Mystery, Page 2A
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fled as brothers Lee Harper and Emmett Harper.”
Viola Hyatt
“I met Viola in the jail after she confessed to the killings, but I never had a private conversation with her,” 
Brown said. “I heard her make comments from time to time. She didn’t like the press.”
Viola was 30 years old when she killed the brothers.
“She was a chunky woman,” he said. “People who knew her in her neighborhood that I talked to after she 
was arrested said she had a temper, but that she was a very thoughtful person. She would do anything she 
could to help neighbors out.”
How it started
Brown said Viola and Lee had some kind of relationship.
“It never came out to the fullest extent,” he said. “No one was left alive to talk about it.”
Viola used her daddy's 12-gauge shotgun to shoot both men in the face at the trailer they lived in on the 
Hyatt farm.
After she killed the two men, she cut off their arms and legs and threw them in the back seat of Lee’s car. 
She then picked up the torsos and put them in the trunk.
She took a route that went through Piedmont, Gadsden and then on to Highway 11, which used to be called 
Whiskey Trail. She went south on Highway 11 and threw one of the torsos out of the trunk at a house next 
to the chimney in the
Etowah County portion of Steele. She then came down toward Whitney Junction looking to dispose of the 
other torso at another house.
Brown said on the night she confessed to the murders, she took investigators on the route and showed them 
where she threw out limbs and dumped the torsos.
“Authorities found everything but an arm and a leg that she had thrown over the bridge into the Tallapoosa 
River in Cleburne County,” Brown said.
Her trial was scheduled to begin in Calhoun County, but it didn’t last long.
“It was over in one hour,” Brown said. “She pled guilty to the murders.”
Four possible motives
Viola gave four motives to Calhoun County Sheriff Roy Snead Jr., but she never elaborated on any of the 
four. He relayed those four motives to members of the press.
“One reason she gave was the two brothers abused her sexually,” Brown said. “Another reason was that the 
brothers drank too much. A third reason was that the brothers were ugly to her daddy.”
A fourth reason had to do with an argument between Viola and Lee over his car.
“Lee had the only car on the farm,” Brown said. “He taught Viola how to drive, and gave her a set of keys. 
She pretty much had the run of the car when she needed it. She said they got into a big argument over the 
car. She never said which of these four motives could have been the reason she killed the two brothers, if
any of the four. She died without ever saying why she killed the brothers. It still remains a mystery to this 
day.”
Identifying the bodies
Officials had their hands full in identifying the two torsos, and it took three weeks to do so. Brown said two 
lucky things happened to help investigators identify the bodies.
“The first was that one of the torsos had a scrap of cloth around its neck,” he said. “And on that piece of 
cloth, it said LEE HA(blank)PER.
The state toxicologist who attempted to do an autopsy on what was left
of these bodies found the piece of cloth.”
Brown said the two torsos were buried in a shallow grave in Etowah County with no headstones. They were 
just labeled “UNKNOWN.” The piece of cloth had been left around the neck of one of the torsos. Etowah 
Countv Sheriff Dewey Colvard had both torsos exhumed, and the piece of cloth was removed from the torso.
Brown said the second thing that happened was a sketch of what each man may have looked like that ran in 
The Birmingham News.
“As a couple of Calhoun County patrolmen were on duty one night not far from White Plains, a man walking 
on the road flagged them down,” Brown said. "The man pulled out the sketches of the two men and told the 
officers he thought it could be two brothers who didn’t live too far from where they were at on Mr. Hyatt’s 
farm. The man told the officers he was walking
to the farm to show Mr. Hyatt the sketches.”
The officers told the man to get in the car and they would take him to Mr. Hyatt.
“When Mr. Hyatt saw the sketches, we said what he had been saying for three weeks,” Brown said. “He said 
the two guys did live there in the trailer, but they were on vacation in Covington County in Andalusia and 
were not back yet.”
Mr. Hyatt knew what his daughter had done, and was covering up for her, Brown said.
“The next day, there were 30 investigators that came out to that farm,”
he said. “By the end of the day, investigators arrested Viola, her dad and stepmom. Early the next morning, 
Viola confessed to the murders.”
‘Upstanding inmate’
Viola served prison time at Tutwiler State Prison in Wetumpka. She pleaded guilty to first-degree murder. 
Her attorneys, the prosecution and the judge all agreed that she would get a life sentence at Tutwiler for 
each of the two murders.
Viola was in prison when her stepmother and dad both died. She was allowed to attend both funerals.
“She served 10 years of that life sentence,” Brown said. “She then applied for parole which Alabama law 
allows you to do. She was an upstanding inmate. She lever caused any problems, always did what she was 
told and followed the rules. A three-man parole board voted 3-0 to let her on parole. The process took only a 
couple of months. She was sent to prison in April 1960, and paroled in April 1970.”
Back to the farm
Once she was released, Viola went back to the farm, and was living with a great uncle who had taken over 
the farm after her dad died.
“Viola did not get along with the great uncle’s wife,” Brown said. “To be granted parole, you had to have 
some type of job lined up. Viola’s job was to look after the mother of the great uncle’s wife. Because they 
did not get along, Viola moved to Jacksonville and lived with some other distant family members.”
Viola died June 12, 2000, at age 71.
Why after 57 years?
Brown said he decided to write a book a half-century later because the case was such a challenge to him as 
a 23-year-old reporter.
“I had no experience covering crime,” he said. “Much less mutilated, chopped-up bodies over four counties. I 
stayed with this crime every day for three consecutive weeks. No one knew the answer to anything for three 
weeks. My editors expected something from me every day, and I grew up very fast as a reporter.”
Brown said the story itself was such a challenge that if he had not grown up journalistically, he would not 
have lasted five minutes on this particular story.
“I was able to get in with some of the state investigators who headed up the investigation,” he said. “It 
didn't take me long to realize that the investigators from three counties needed me as much as I needed 
them.
They needed to get the word out, letting people know what was going on and could anybody identify
these two dead people. I was their voice. The more I stayed with the story, the more it became a personal 
challenge to me to see it through.”
Brown said once Viola went to prison, he did not follow her.
He also noted that he quit teaching at the University of Alabama in order to write this book.
“I spent about 15 months on the book,” he said. “I am still trying to find people who are still living who know 
about it and are willing to talk about it.”
Jeannie Griggs
Whitney Junction’s Jeannie Griggs was 5 years old at the time of the murders. One of the torsos was found 
on property owned by her dad.
“It wasn’t a big topic of conversation around our house,” she said. “My mother, my two older sisters and I 
found the torso.
I don’t remember seeing the body. I was just so young. I do know it was found near a house that we had 
recently moved from and the house was empty. We had moved into the home next door, but there was a 
wooded area between the two homes.”
Griggs said she met Brown earlier this year, and has a great deal of respect for him.
“I’m glad he has brought this back to the surface,” she said. “There will be many people in this area who 
would be interested in hearing about this.”
Brown will be in St. Clair County at the Ashville Museum and Archives on Oct. 27 to sign copies of his book.
Contact Gary Hanner at ghanner@thestclairtimes.com.
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Mr. X and Mr. Y
In new book, reporter recalls Viola Hyatt 57-year-old murder mystery
By GARY HANNER
Times Associate Editor 
Don Brown was a 23-year-old reporter for the Birmingham News in 1959.His career changed in the twinkling 
of an eye July 1 of that year when a report came across the police radio that someone in St. Clair County 
had found a torso with no arms, no legs and its face blown away.
Another torso had been found the day before.
Brown was assigned to the case, and the horror story he found introduced him to a woman he’ll never forget 
- Viola Hyatt.
See Book, Page 8A
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Don Brown shares some insight with Jeannie Griggs about the book he wrote. Griggs was 5 at the time of 
the murders, and her mother and two older sisters found one of the torsos.
Book----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From Page 1A
Now, 57 years later, Brown has written a book detailing how this woman ended up killing two brothers, who 
for three weeks were known as Mr. X and Mr. Y.
Recently, Brown sat down with the St. Clair Times at a small church in Whitney Junction, not far from where 
one of the torsos had been found, and relived the murders and the role he played in reporting them.
When asked how he felt being assigned to cover a huge murder case, Brown said: “Unprepared.”
“For three weeks, the investigators had no clue who these remains belonged to,” Brown said. “They were 
finally identified as brothers Lee Harper and Emmett Harper.”
Viola Hyatt
“I met Viola in the jail after she confessed to the killings, but I never had a private conversation with her,” 
Brown said. “I heard her make comments from time to time. She didn’t like the press.”
Viola was 30 years old when she killed the brothers.
“She was a chunky woman,” he said. “People who knew her in her neighborhood that I talked to after she 
was arrested said she had a temper, but that she was a very thoughtful person. She would do anything she 
could to help neighbors out.”
How it started
Brown said Viola and Lee had some kind of relationship.
“It never came out to the fullest extent,” he said. “No one was left alive to talk about it.”
Viola used her daddy's 12-gauge shotgun to shoot both men in the face at the trailer they lived in on the 
Hyatt farm.
After she killed the two men, she cut off their arms and legs and threw them in the back seat of Lee’s car. 
She then picked up the torsos and put them in the trunk.
She took a route that went through Piedmont, Gadsden and then on to Highway 11, which used to be called 
Whiskey Trail. She went south on Highway 11 and threw one of the torsos out of the trunk at a house next 
to the chimney in the
Etowah County portion of Steele. She then came down toward Whitney Junction looking to dispose of the 
other torso at another house.
Brown said on the night she confessed to the murders, she took investigators on the route and showed them 
where she threw out limbs and dumped the torsos.
“Authorities found everything but an arm and a leg that she had thrown over the bridge into the Tallapoosa 
River in Cleburne County,” Brown said.
Her trial was scheduled to begin in Calhoun County, but it didn’t last long.
“It was over in one hour,” Brown said. “She pled guilty to the murders.”
Four possible motives
Viola gave four motives 
to Calhoun County Sheriff Roy Snead Jr., but she never elaborated on any of the four. He relayed those four 
motives to members of the press.
“One reason she gave was the two brothers abused her sexually,” Brown said. “Another reason was that the 
brothers drank too much. A third reason was that the brothers were ugly to her daddy.”
A fourth reason had to do with an argument between Viola and Lee over his car.
“Lee had the only car on the farm,” Brown said. “He taught Viola how to drive, and gave her a set of keys. 
She pretty much had the run of the car when she needed it. She said they got into a big argument over the 
car. She never said which of these four motives could have been the reason she killed the two brothers, if
any of the four. She died without ever saying why she killed the brothers. It still remains a mystery to this 
day.”
Identifying the bodies
Officials had their hands full in identifying the two torsos, and it took three weeks to do so. Brown said two 
lucky things happened to help investigators identify the bodies.
“The first was that one of the torsos had a scrap of cloth around its neck,” he said. “And on that piece of 
cloth, it said LEE HA(blank)PER.
The state toxicologist who attempted to do an autopsy on what was left
of these bodies found the piece of cloth.”
Brown said the two torsos were buried in a shallow grave in Etowah County with no headstones. They were 
just labeled “UNKNOWN.” The piece of cloth had been left around the neck of one of the torsos. Etowah 
Countv Sheriff Dewey Colvard had both torsos exhumed, and the piece of cloth was removed from the torso.
Brown said the second thing that happened was a sketch of what each man may have looked like that ran in 
The Birmingham News.
“As a couple of Calhoun County patrolmen were on duty one night not far from White Plains, a man walking 
on the road flagged them down,” Brown said. "The man pulled out the sketches of the two men and told the 
officers he thought it could be two brothers who didn’t live too far from where they were at on Mr. Hyatt’s 
farm. The man told the officers he was walking
to the farm to show Mr. Hyatt the sketches.”
The officers told the man to get in the car and they would take him to Mr. Hyatt.
“When Mr. Hyatt saw the sketches, we said what he had been saying for three weeks,” Brown said. “He said 
the two guys did live there in the trailer, but they were on vacation in Covington County in Andalusia and 
were not back yet.”
Mr. Hyatt knew what his daughter had done, and was covering up for her, Brown said.
“The next day, there were 30 investigators that came out to that farm,”
he said. “By the end of the day, investigators arrested Viola, her dad and stepmom. Early the next morning, 
Viola confessed to the murders.”
‘Upstanding inmate’
Viola served prison time at Tutwiler State Prison in Wetumpka. She pleaded guilty to first-degree murder. 
Her attorneys, the prosecution and the judge all agreed that she would get a life sentence at Tutwiler for 
each of the two murders.
Viola was in prison when her stepmother and dad both died. She was allowed to attend both funerals.
“She served 10 years of that life sentence,” Brown said. “She then applied for parole which Alabama law 
allows you to do. She was an upstanding inmate. She lever caused any problems, always did what she was 
told and followed the rules. A three-man parole board voted 3-0 to let her on parole. The process took only a 
couple of months. She was sent to prison in April 1960, and paroled in April 1970.”
Back to the farm
Once she was released, Viola went back to the farm, and was living with a great uncle who had taken over 
the farm after her dad died.
“Viola did not get along with the great uncle’s wife,” Brown said. “To be granted parole, you had to have 
some type of job lined up. Viola’s job was to look after the mother of the great uncle’s wife. Because they 
did not get along, Viola moved to Jacksonville and lived with some other distant family members.”
Viola died June 12, 2000, at age 71.
Why after 57 years?
Brown said he decided to write a book a half-century later because the case was such a challenge to him as 
a 23-year-old reporter.
“I had no experience covering crime,” he said. “Much less mutilated, chopped-up bodies over four counties. I 
stayed with this crime every day for three consecutive weeks. No one knew the answer to anything for three 
weeks. My editors expected something from me every day, and I grew up very fast as a reporter.”
Brown said the story itself was such a challenge that if he had not grown up journalistically, he would not 
have lasted five minutes on this particular story.
“I was able to get in with some of the state investigators who headed up the investigation,” he said. “It 
didn't take me long to realize that the investigators from three counties needed me as much as I needed 
them.
They needed to get the word out, letting people know what was going on and could anybody identify
these two dead people. I was their voice. The more I stayed with the story, the more it became a personal 
challenge to me to see it through.”
Brown said once Viola went to prison, he did not follow her.
He also noted that he quit teaching at the University of Alabama in order to write this book.
“I spent about 15 months on the book,” he said. “I am still trying to find people who are still living who know 
about it and are willing to talk about it.”
Jeannie Griggs
Whitney Junction’s Jeannie Griggs was 5 years old at the time of the murders. One of the torsos was found 
on property owned by her dad.
“It wasn’t a big topic of conversation around our house,” she said. “My mother, my two older sisters and I 
found the torso.
I don’t remember seeing the body. I was just so young. I do know it was found near a house that we had 
recently moved from and the house was empty. We had moved into the home next door, but there was a 
wooded area between the two homes.”
Griggs said she met Brown earlier this year, and has a great deal of respect for him.
“I’m glad he has brought this back to the surface,” she said. “There will be many people in this area who 
would be interested in hearing about this.”
Brown will be in St. Clair County at the Ashville Museum and Archives on Oct. 27 to sign copies of his book.
Contact Gary Hanner at ghanner@thestclairtimes.com.
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“It wasn’t a big topic of conversation around our house,” she said. “My mother, my two older sisters and I 
found the torso. I don’t remember seeing the body. I was just so young. I do know it was found near a 
house that we had recently moved from and the house was empty. We had moved into the home next door, 
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Admits she shot, dismembered both victims
Calhoun woman confesses torso murders of 'Mr. X' and 'Mr. Y'
VIOLA HYATT ADMITS TWIN MURDERS . . . Led officers on grisly trail
Describes throwing arms, legs on trail
BY CLANCY LAKE AND DON BROWN, News staff writers
ANNISTON, Ala., July 17—A plumpish, 30-year-old woman told officers today how she blasted her 
sweetheart and his brother in the face with a shotgun and then hacked up the bodies with an ax.
Viola Hyatt of the tiny community of White Plains near here confessed that she alone killed ''Mr. X" and "Mr. 
Y" and disposed of their bodies along a winding backwoods "whisky trail."
Her confession cleared up the baffling, three-weeks-old “torso murders” of two middle-aged men who had 
remained unidentified until the case broke wide open yesterday.
Authorities identified the two murder victims as Emmett Harper, 43, and his brother, Lee Ander Harper. 55.
BOTH LIVED in a box-like house trailer near the big frame farmhouse of the Viola Hyatt and her elderly 
mother and stepfather.
The bodies, their faces blasted beyond recognition with a shotgun and their arms and legs hacked off, were 
found June 28 and 29 in rural areas near Gadsden.
More stories and pictures
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 THIS IS MISTER X
THE NEWS LEARNED that the Emmett Harper
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
ANNISTON, Ala. July 17-Alabama’s confessed torso murderer is a striking woman.
Miss Viola Hyatt is 30, stockily built, and wears her coal-black hair cut short and worn straight back.
That is the way she appeared this morning after taking officers to the murder scene and over the area that 
she told
officers she traveled when she disposed of the bodies and limbs of the Harper brothers.
LAST NIGHT, however, Miss Hyatt was a frightened, trembling, weeping woman.
Officers questioned her continually nearly six hours before she broke down at 2:30 a.m. today.
Most of that time, she stuck to an earlier story that her two
victims were on vacation in Andalusia, visiting a brother.
THAT WAS THE STORY officers received when they went to the Hyatt residence yesterday morning at White 
Plains, Ala., attempting to locate the missing men.
During the times they searched the farm and its 40 acres they reported Miss Hyatt “was really shook up.”
Her stepfather, M. B. Hyatt,
“Just sat and watched us and fed his chickens,’ they said.
The woman, authorities said, began to break in the afternoon and started giving a different story.
ETOWAH Sheriff Dewey Colvard said she was at the breaking point about four times, but then seemed to 
take hold of herself and said, “I don’t know nothing. I’m scared.”
"MR. X" WAS EMMETT HARPER, 48 News' sketches said “excellent portrayal''
"MR. Y" WAS LEE ANDER HARPER, 55 News Artist Charles Brooks sketched likenesses
News artist praised—
Drawings were sure to break torso case, investigators say
BY DON BROWN News staff writer ANNISTON, Ala., July
17-
Two criminal investigators said if they had not received the tip which solved the torso murders, the case 
would have broken wide open today, anyway.
Etowah Sheriff Dewey Colvard and Asst. State Public Safety Director Bill Jones said pictures Birmingham 
News Artist Charles Brooks drew of the two victims would have led to the break.
They said Highway Patrol officers riding to the M. B. Hyatt home at White Plains, Ala., were stopped by a 
man whose name they did not obtain.
THE OFFICERS SAID he showed them the pictures of Mr. X and Mr. Y he had clipped from last Sunday’s 
News.
The man then said he believed they might be the Harper brothers and that he was on the way to their trailer 
to see if they
were missing.
State Public Safety Director Floyd Mann commended News artist Brooks for what he termed “an excellent 
portrayal of Mr. X and Mr. Y.”
He also commended The News for keeping interest at a peak during the investigation.
MANN ALSO congratulated
State Investigators Ben Allen and A. S. Mason and authorities in Etowah and St. Clair
A NEIGHBOR of the Hyatts said he saw the family leave with the lawmen about 7:30 p.m.
“I walked out in front of their j house,” the neighbor said, “to see if I could talk with Mr. and Mrs. Hyatt. 
“Officers said no.
“Viola was begging them not to carry her mother and daddy to jail.
They told her to sit down and
tell them the truth about it. She was crying and wouldn't say anything."
IN THE BLACK, early morning hours, however, she finally did say something.
Then, she showed officers how her gruesome task was done.
WHILE VIOLA was being questioned, a tall, unkempt young man also was a suspect in the double murders.
Dewey Carroll of White Plains sat on concrete steps in jail kitchen most of the night. He was questioned 
twice at length and then aroused again after he had gone to sleep.
Carroll was picked up by police after Viola had told
them she was implicated in the slayings. He was released after the woman changed her story and absolved 
him of any
guilt.
Carroll remained silent most of the time and didn’t appear to be listening to any conversation around him. He 
stared into space, often rubbing his day-old beard. 
ASKED HOW he felt about
Counties for their work on case.
The torso murders—one of Alabama's most vicious crimes —was solved 20 days after the two bodies were 
discovered beside vacant houses along U. S. Highway 11 near Gadsden.
Both torsos were stripped nearly naked, faces of the men had been shot beyond recognition and their arms 
and legs had been chopped off with an ax.
all this, he said, “I don't know. It sorta got me.”
“Why that woman wanted to say that I don’t know. It’s been five months since I’ve been in Gadsden.
“Why, she can’t even look at me and say it.”
OFFICERS WERE convinced that Carroll had nothing to do with the crime about 2 a.m. For the next three 
hours, he stood around with authorities and newsmen waiting for Viola to return from her trip to the murder 
scene.
At 5 a.m., a highway patrolman drove him home.
Viola's stepfather, M. B.
BIRMINGHAM
MAP SHOWS LOCATION OF HYATT HOME, NEAR WHITE PLAINS COMMUNITY ... Area east of Oxford, near 
Anniston, has only few rural stores, school
As state probers pressed for torso slaying solution—
Sturdy Viola Hyatt grilled for six hours before confessing
Hyatt, slouched in a chair by himself most of the night.
When he did move, he lumbered around softly, and his speech was short and gruff. The elderly man was 
dressed in dirty overalls, a long-sleeved khaki shirt, a wide-brimmed hat and cloth shoes.
HE WAS TAKEN upstairs at the jail here for questioning about 1 a.m.
Shortly, afterwards, he and his wife were driven back to their farm home.
MRS. HYATT slept most of the night in State Investigator Ben Allen's car. She was not questioned by officers.
Snead helped her to the patrol car where her husband waited at 2 a.m.
Ripped clothing found
W. L. Allen, chief criminal investigator for the state, marks bloody underwear worn by Emmett Harper the 
night he was murdered. The shorts were found by Calhoun deputies 2 1/2 miles west of Piedmont on 
Highway 278. They were returned to the scene of the killings at the M. B. Hyatt farm.
Evidence buried here
In this exclusive News photo, Viola Hyatt, right, shows State Investigators Ben Allen, center, and A. F. Mason 
where she buried parts of the evidence the night she murdered Emmett and Lee Harper. The trio is standing 
at the far side of a large chicken pen behind the Hyatt house.
Murder trailer interior
State Investigator W. B. Painter photographs one end of the tiny, one-room homemade trailer in which Viola 
Hyatt said she killed the Harper brothers. On the wall are clothes of the two men. Painter is standing 
between two single beds, shooting the end of the trailer nearest its door.
Where bodies chopped
Investigator Allen walks on the spot where Miss Hyatt, left, said she chopped off the arms and legs of the 
Harper brothers after blasting them with a shotgun and beating and hacking them. investigator Mason 
follows them. The scene is directly in front of the trailer where the brothers lived.
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In torso murder probe-
Officers tie net of evidence which still may catch killer
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
GADSDEN, Ala., July 13—Officers continued today to tie together a net of evidence which they believe one 
day will trap the fiendish torso murderer.
In spite of meager clues left in the mutilation slayings, they already have pieced together a number of clues.
They now are positive the murder, or at least part of the crime, was committed in a rural, secluded area.
THERE ARE FEW facts to support the belief. But these things officers do know:
1. A shotgun with No. 6 pellets
and an ax—probably double-edged —were the weapons used.
These are articles that would more likely belong to a farmer or other rural resident.
2. Leaves and other outside residue were embedded in the stumps of the victims. This has led investigators 
to believe dismemberment was done outdoors.
3. Undershorts of the type found on the first torso—Mr. X—are sold in seven towns around where the 
bodies were found. This indicates he was a resident of Northeast Alabama.
4. There was a horrible mess after the killer finished his ghastly job. It would have been easier for him to 
let the blood soak into
hills, with their pines, bushes and grass. And it's true the woods will never talk.
But if the crime was done in his area, that slopes gradually and beautifully toward the Appalachians. . .
Somehow the place will be discovered. Every sign won’t stay hidden forever.
Possibly someone else knows your secret, too, killer . . .
Your partner.
OFFICERS ARE FAIRLY sure someone else—besides you—knows your name . . . has shared your plans . . . 
maybe even helped with the slaughter.
They believe the job of handling two torsos weighing more than 100 pounds each was too much for one 
person.
And if another does know the story of that Saturday night ... is he—or she—completely trustworthy?
Money, remember, loosens locked tongues as nothing else will . . . and there is a $1500 reward in this case.
Just a word ... a phone call. That’s all it would take.
AND THE PERSONS now remaining silent know they’ll be protected from you. The law will do whatever is 
necessary to keep them safe.
Have you thought of all these things, killer?
Then think a little more:
Of the hollow walk to the electric chair . . . the pressure as the straps are tightened . . . the hood.
The writhing as thousands of volts whip through your body.
It‘s a simple thing called justice, killer . . . it’s going to
get you.
Torso slayings hunt narrows; 10 facts known
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
ASHVILLE, Ala., July 4 —Investigators have narrowed their search for the identification of two torso murder 
victims and the killer to a five-county area in Northeast Alabama.
It is known the undershorts one of the victims was wearing was probably sold in either Calhoun, Talladega, 
DeKalb, Morgan or Marshall.
Investigators said the manufacturer told them underwear of the type found on the body were sent to one 
store in each of the seven towns of Fort Payne, Albertville, Boaz, Decatur, Talladega, Anniston and Arab.
SINCE THE FIRST dismembered body was found last Sunday, and the second Monday, investigators believe 
they have learned 10 facts about the mysterious slayings. They are:
1. The victims knew each other and possibly were related.
2, They were killed and dismembered by the same person or persons in the same place.
3. The men knew their assailant.
4. The killer was a local man— not an out-of-state resident.
A tourist, it is reasoned, usually does not carry an ax or shotgun with him. The men were shot with No. 6 
birdshot, and the hunting season is over. A local man more likely would keep that type of pellet year-round. 
The killer’s familiarity with the highway and nearby vacant houses must also be considered.
5. The murderer was afraid of his victims for some reason. Hacking and clubbing the wounds and 
dismembering the bodies stemmed from a past incident with the men, for which he sought revenge.
6. The assailant wanted the bodies to be found.
7. Mr. X and Mr. Y both had recent haircuts and fresh shaves.
8. They probably also were wearing clean clothes, such as would be put on after a bath.
9. Both men ate together about an hour before they were murdered.
10. After they were killed, they were dismembered so they couldn’t
be associated with each other.
undershorts were manufactured by the DeKalb Garment Co., in Fyffe, Ala. They quoted E. H. Stanford, a 
representative of the company, as saying the shorts are among the cheapest that can be made. The shorts 
sold for either 49 or 59 cents a pair.
In May, shorts of this kind, along with an undershirt similar to the one found on the body, were packaged 
together and sold as a special.
State investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason will work toward locating the store and salesman who sold 
the underwear.
THEY BELIEVE if one victim can be identified, the other man’s name also can be learned.
The victim wearing the shorts was the first one found. His body, with the face mutilated and the arms and 
legs cut off, was found about 100 yards off U. S. Highway 11 near an abandoned house in Etowah County. 
The second torso was discovered on Monday, a day later, 10.7 miles from the first body. It was beside a 
vacant house in St. Clair County.
BOTH MEN had been shot in the face with a shotgun from a close distance.
The assailant then took a knife or ax and hacked the wounds, making identification from dentures practically 
impossible.
The first victim had the back of his head clubbed away.
The killer finished his work by cutting off the arms and legs of the men.
The limbs were dismembered where each joined the trunk of the body, leaving no stumps. No trace of the 
limbs has been found.
PICKING OUT two empty houses, the murderer then dumped out the torsos close to them.
The first victim was exposed one night and a morning. He was found about 1:30 p.m. last Sunday by a man 
who lives nearby.
The body contained so little blood that Associate State Toxicologist Robert L. Johnson of Birmingham was 
not able to establish a blood type.
From the urine of the first victim, however, it has been proven he had been drinking heavily about an hour 
before he was murdered.
The second body was exposed a day longer. Any analysis was virtually impossible because of the advanced 
state of decomposition.
PRE-FLIGHT CHECK OF MURDER AREA MAP BY OFFICIALS . . . Left to right, State Officer A. F. Mason, Maj. 
W. L. Allen and Lt. Robert Ussery
Probe shifts ground—
Torso slayings site sought
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
ASHVILLE, Ala., July 8-The search for identities of two torsos found near here las week shifted 1 today from 
Sand Mountain to the sarea in which investigators believe the crimes were committed.
State Investigators Arthur Mason and Ben Allen were to check out several reports that screams of “Don’t 
shoot” followed by gun shots were heard the night of the murders.
It was reported the screams came from a wooded area not \ far from where the second torso was 
discovered.
For several days speculation has increased the slaying took place a 10-mile radius of where
The killer tossed the torsos beside two vacant houses 10.7 miles apart along U. S. Highway 11. One body 
was 20 yards from the road, the other about 100 yards.
INVESTIGATORS ALSO think one of the dead men—Mr. X— lived somewhere on Sand Mountain. Yesterday 
the search for his identity continued there.
Placards showing the description of him and Mr. Y were distributed from Oneonta to Fort Payne in post 
offices, cafes, courthouses and grocery stores.
Radio stations at Oneonta and Albertville were given regular announcements.
A PARTIAL SEARCH of the
were discovered was conducted yesterday by a helicopter from Ft. McClellan.
Maj. Walter L. Allen, chief investigator of the state of Alabama, led the air hunt. Any suspicious areas that 
were located were not revealed.
The search will be continued tomorrow, authorities said.
FLOYD MANN, head of Alabama Department of Public Safety, flew to Ft. McClellan yesterday.
“From all reports,” he said, “there has been a tremendous amount of work on this case. That’s what it takes 
to solve it."
Mann also said any facility at the state was available if it
ground or wash away, in a stream than to try and clean a room where two men had been shot, clubbed and 
cut up.
THUS, IT IS REASONABLE to believe the woods do know the murderer’s terrible secret.
He may think it is safe in the
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Reporter polls slaying area-
Torso victims your neighbors?
'Perhaps' is tight-lipped answer
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
STEELE, Ala., July 15-Had Mr. X or Mr. Y lived in the area where their torsos were found?
Seven persons yesterday said “perhaps.”
The answers were received when a News reporter visited every store, service station and cafe that was open 
between the southern boundary of Attalla and Whitney Junction in Etowah and St. Clair Counties.
Drawings of the two dead men published Sunday were shown each proprietor along the 12-mile stretch.
OF 30 STOPS made, seven affirmative
answers were given.
Five persons said they believed they had seen someone fitting the general description of Mr. X in their place 
of business.
Two others said the same thing for Mr. Y.
No positive identification was given either of the victims, but belief was again consumed that they were not 
from another state or were tourists. Authorities have believed for some time the men were from Northeast or 
North Alabama, if not from the immediate vicinity where their torsos were discovered.
IT WAS LEARNED undershorts Mr. X wore were sold 
Paper works with probers—
News issues appeal for torso murder info
Do you know anyone missing who fits the general description of the two torso murder victims?
Then please pass along your information.
One of the men might have been a neighbor ... a relative ... an employee where you work.
And he doesn’t have to exactly fit the artist’s conception of these men’s appearances. Remember, the artist 
was reconstructing many facial features that had been torn away by a shotgun blast and knife.
Both men are believed to have been olive-complected and of Greek or other Mediterranean descent. They 
apparently were each 55-60 years old, weighed between 180 and 190 pounds and were about five feet, 
eight to 11 inches tall.
WRITE THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS a letter, telling whatever you know about these persons. The paper is 
working closely with officers in trying to solve one of the South’s most terrible crimes.
Your identity and the contents of the letter will be kept confidential and will be turned over to state 
investigators. (See News story, page 5.
from seven towns—Fort Payne, Albertville, Talladega, Anniston, Decatur, Boaz and Arab.
Officers have been puzzled, however, no one of the general description of either man has been reported 
missing from that area.
This would indicate either the killings were a family affair or that someone who has valuable information is 
afraid to talk.
THE DOUBLE murders still have the small communities along U. S. Highway 11—where the torsos were 
found—upset.
At Whitney Junction, Steele and into Attalla, precautions are still being taken to limit night travel. Homes are 
kept locked all the time. .
Most people—as do investigators—think the killer, or killers, came from a five-to-10-mile radius around 
where the mutilated bodies were dumped.
Best reason for this belief is the murderer’s apparent knowledge of empty houses along the highway.
He tossed out Mr. Y beside a white frame house that had been vacant just a month. Curtains and blinds 
were still in the windows.
The body of Mr. X was discarded beside an abandoned farm dwelling about 100 yards from the highway, 
that can barely be seen by passing motorists.
MR. X
. . . Former resident?
MR. Y
. . . Did he live in area
Slaying victims-
Harper brothers are buried again
ANDALUSIA, Ala., July 23-victims of one of Alabama’s most sensational slaying cases yesterday were buried 
for the second time.
The first time they were placed in the ground unceremoniously as Mr. X and Mr. Y, unidentified torso victims.
Yesterday they were laid to rest as brothers—Lee and Emmett Harper. A sermon was preached and a choir 
sang as the brothers were buried beside their parents.
THE GRAVESIDE services took place in the church yard of Oakgrove Baptist Church, 14 miles northwest of 
Andalusia.
The Harper brothers were natives of the area where they were buried. They were slain and their bodies 
mutilated near Anniston. Investigators first buried the victims in the Gadsden area near where the bodies 
were found.
They later disinterred the identified bodies as their investigation continued.
Viola Hyatt, 30-year-old White Plains woman, has confessed to the slayings and mutilation. She is expected 
to face a Grand Jury some time in August. The Rev. Welby Bozeman, Pastor of the West Side Baptist Church 
at Elba, who conducted yesterday’s services, read the 23rd Psalm and prayed that the brother’s survivors 
might find ‘‘forgiveness in their heart for the one or ones responsible for this great tragedy.”
THREE SURVIVING brothers and their wives wept softly during the service. About 300 friends and relatives 
stood quietly during the short services.
The brothers are Fred Harper, Searight; Bob Harper, Rose and Joe Harper, Brewton. The remains of the 
brothers were brought to the church from the Calhoun County Courthouse in Anniston. The bodies were in 
sealed caskets. The arms and one leg from the dismembered bodies still are not found.
Each sealed casket had a spray of red gladioli and white pompom of chrysanthemums.
As the caskets were lowered into the graves the choir sang “Farther Along” and “In Sweet Bye and Bye.”
Clues are few in mysterious torso murders
by DON BROWN
News staff writer
GADSDEN, Ala., June 30--One hundred men fanned out this morning along this hilly countryside in a gigantic 
search for the missing limbs of two torso murder victims.
Meanwhile, no clues have been found establishing either the identity of the two men or the reason why they 
were brutally slain.
THE SEARCH, in which Etowah County Civil Defense aided county officers, was launched shortly after 9 a.m., 
from the Gadsden courthouse. 
Civil Defense jeeps began the massive search at Whitney Junction, a short distance from where the second 
body was found yesterday at noon.
Wooded areas, all empty houses, and creeks and lakes in the area were examined. For skin divers from the 
Gadsden Mere-Devils explored the bottom of the waterways.
At noon today, however, no clue had been uncovered that would bring authorities any closer to the solution 
of one of Northeast Alabama's most baffling mysteries.
MEANWHILE State Toxicologist Robert Johnson, who performed autopsies on the victims, said both men had 
eaten supper about an hour before they were killed.
Etowah Circuit Sol. D.C. Wright said he believed the two men ate together. 
Funeral services for the victims were scheduled for 11 a.m. tomorrow at Alabama City Cemetery. The City of 
Gadsden, Wright said, is financing the burials. 
Etowah officers and state investigators worked until 3 a.m. today on a lead that finally proved fruitless.
WRIGHT SAID a man's pocketbook was found near the Camp Siebert area near Gadsden "torn all to pieces." 
Identification in the pocketbook, Wright said, fitted the description of the victims "perfectly." He said papers 
in the billfold showed the owner had a brother a little older than he.
Both men were Hayes Aircraft Corp. workers and lived in Birmingham.
A phone call to Birmingham at 3 a.m., however, Wright said, found the two men at home. One of them said 
his billfold was stolen last week and 
Viola Hyatt dons best white shoes for ride to jailhouse
By Clancy Lake
News staff writer
ANNISTON, Ala., July 17--Viola Hyatt put on an orange dress and her best white shoes today.
She said goodbye to her parents, her dogs and seven cats. 
She took a sweeping look at the frame house nestled in a grove of giant oak trees that her father planted 
many years ago.
The the plump, black-haired woman stepped into a car with an officer and drove away.
Behind her as she sat on the front seat was a heavy, mud-caked ax.
It was the ax she told officers she used to chop up two men after killing them with shotgun blasts.
She was brought to the farm in the quiet White Plains community by State Investigator A.F. Mason and Chief 
State Investigator W.L. Allen. It sits atop a mountain 20 miles northwest of Anniston. 
A cow lowed and chickens clucked as she led men around the peaceful farm. 
She went to a corn crib and pointed to a wheelbarrow. (Earlier, officers said, she told of using it to dispose 
of the bodies.)
She led officers to a cornfield near the house and 
showed them where the ax was hidden,
They walked past a homemade trailer. It had been the home of the two brutally slain men.
At last she went into the house and dressed. When she came outside in the orange dress and the white 
shoes, with her short hair combed, she posed for pictures.
She climbed into the car and it rolled away. Mrs. M. B. Hyatt, her elderly mother, watched for a few seconds.
Then the mother walked into the barn and began milking the cow.
As she drove toward town— and jail—Viola puffed on a cigarette. She answered questions in a low voice or 
ignored them.
SEVERAL TIMES the car passed neighbors or friends of the Hyatt family. When they waved she ducked her 
head.
"I feel better,” she said when asked how she felt after telling her story to officers early today.
Viola Hyatt gets life in torso slayings
BY DON BROWN AND CHARLIE GRAINGER News staff writers ANNISTON, Ala., March 14-Accused Torso 
Killer Viola Hyatt today pleaded guilty to murdering her ex-sweetheart and his brother and was sentenced to 
life imprisonment. 
She entered the pleas shortly after her trial began in a compromise between state and defense attorneys. 
She was charged with first degree murder in the brutal slayings of Lee and Emmett Harper last June.
THE CALHOUN COUNTY Circuit Court jury hearing the first case was out only about 15 minutes before 
accepting the verdict in the killing of Lee Harper, her ex-boyfriend.
A second jury then heard brief testimony and retired to decide whether it agreed to the same verdict in the 
death of Emmett Harper. 
THE HARPER brothers lived in a trailer on the Hyatt farm in the White Plains community. Lee Harper had 
roomed with the Hyatts for years before Emmett came to the farm, and they built the trailer and moved into 
it. 
Only witnesses at the trial were Robert Harper, Andalusia, one of three surviving brothers, and State 
Investigator Ben Allen.
Harper testified he identified the bodies of the brothers at Gadsden July 19. Allen testified Miss Hyatt told 
him she shot Lee Harper after they quarreled in the trailer.
Officers quoted her before the trial as saying that she shot the brothers after they abused her sexually.
The cut up pieces of the brothers were scattered along Highway 11 and rural roads after the killings
She posed smilingly for pictures after the verdicts were returned at noon.
When Sheriff Roy Snead said. “Let’s go get those beans, Viola," she replied. “I'm ready," and went to the jail 
to eat.
Harper and State Investigator Allen offered the same evidence in the second slaying as in the Lee Harper 
case.
Harper established that he had seen the body of his brother, Emmett, after the slaying and Allen offered a 
brief summary of Miss Hyatt’s confession to the twin killings.
Harper was asked later by a reporter if he agreed with the recommendation agreed upon by the counsels.
“It wiII. be left up to the jury what she gets, but I don’t agree with it,’ Harper declared.
THE PLEA brought an abrupt end to the trial of the plump 31-year-old farm woman, charged with shooting 
to death and hacking to pieces the bodies of Lee and Emmett Harper.
Miss Hyatt, who had appeared
composed and in a pleasant mood when she entered the courtroom, sighed deeply when Judge Leslie 
Longshore read the compromise verdict.
Known as the “X” and “Y” murders because the bodies went unidentified for several weeks after the brothers 
were killed last June, the slayings were among the most sensational in recent Alabama criminal history.
MISS HYATT wore a two-piece charcoal brown dress with red shoes and gold earrings. Her jet-black hair was 
neatly combed.
From time to time she chatted quietly with her attorney and Calhoun County Sheriff Roy Snead.
Miss Hyatt’s attorneys earlier entered a plea of innocent by reason of insanity. Psychiatrists at Bryce Hospital 
found her sane.
Until the bodies of the brothers were identified last summer they were called “Mr. X" and
"Mr. Y."
As trial nears—
Torso case gets 'like poker game'
ANNISTON, Ala., Feb. 27-Neither side is showing its hand as time for the Viola Hyatt murder trial nears in 
this East Alabama City.
Neither the prosecution nor defense is talking much. All efforts are being centered on the showdown March 
14.
That day the trial of the accused shotgun-ax murderess will begin in Judge Leslie Longshore’s packed 
Calhoun County Circuit Court courtroom.
The 31-year-old farm woman already has confessed shooting brothers Lee and Emmett Harper, then hacking 
off their limbs shortly after midnight last June 27. Two first-degree murder indictments are standing against 
her.
She made her statement July 18, several hours after her arrest climaxed one of Alabama’s most widespread 
manhunts.
THREE MEN interrogated Miss Hyatt that night. One of them— State Investigator Arthur F. Mason—is now 
dead.
The remaining two—State Investigator Ben Allen and Calhoun Sheriff Roy Snead—are expected to be key 
witnesses in the trial.
And there will be others.
But Defense Attorneys R. A. Norred and John Phillips and Prosecutor Clarence Williams are calling no names.
“It’s getting like a poker game now,” said Norred Saturday. “I don’t want to show my hand too much.”
“WE ARE preparing for trial the best we can,” said the 32-year-old court-appointed attorney. Until recently 
the task appeared insurmountable. The client refused even to talk to her counselors.
“Finally last week we got her to sit down and talk for the first time,” Norred said. “But she still refuses to tell 
anything about the case.”
Court decision on a move by the defense last week is expected shortly.
NORRED AND PHILLIPS filed a writ of habeas corpus and made application for a hearing on the writ. Norred 
said in doing this he hoped to force the prosecution into revealing some of its confidential evidence, since 
witnesses could be called at the hearing.
Judge Longshore said Saturday he had been ill four days and had ‘not been officially presented with
the writ. He said some decision would be made on it early this week.
Another defensive move was to file interrogatories aimed at Dr. J. S. Tarwater, superintendent of state 
mental hospitals at Tuscaloosa. Miss Hyatt was declared sane at the mental hospital there.
A team of doctors declared Miss Hyatt sane after studying her for four months at Bryce Hospital.
Norred and Phillips have say they will plead the woman innocent by reason of insanity.
Circuit Solicitor Williams, who heads the prosecution, is keeping quiet on any moves the state is making.
IT IS WIDELY speculated, however, that he will ask the death penalty for the accused.
Other figures already involved include Etowah County Circuit Solicitor
L. Charles Wright, in whose county the torso of Emmett Harper was found, and St. Clair Circuit Solicitor 
George W. Hodges, in whose county Lee Harper’s torso was discovered.
Torso slayings hunt narrows;
10 facts known
BY DON BROWN News staff, writer
ASHVILLE, Ala., July 4--Investigators have narrowed their search for the identification of two torso murder  
victims and the killer to a five-county area in Northeast Alabama. It is known the undershorts one of the 
victims was wearing was probably sold in either Calhoun, Talladega, DeKalb, Morgan or Marshall.
Investigators said the manufacturer told them underwear of
the type found on the body were sent to one store in each of the seven towns of Fort Payne, Albertville, 
Boaz, Decatur, Talladega, Anniston and Arab.
SINCE THE FIRST dismembered body was found last Sunday, and the secpnd Monday, investigators believe 
they have learned 10 facts about the mysterious slayings. They are:
1. The victims knew each other and possibly were related.
2. They were, killed and dismembered by the same person or person in the same place.
3. The men knew their assailant.
4. The killer was a local man— not an out-of-state resident.
A'tourist. it is reasoned, usually does not carry an ax or shotgun with him. The men were shot with No. 6 
birdshot, and the hunting season is over. A local man more likely would keep that type of pellet year-round. 
The killer’s familiarity with the highway and nearby vacant houses must also be considered.
5. The murderer was afraid of his victims for some reason. Hacking and clubbing the wounds and 
dismembering the bodies stemmed from a past incident with the men, for which he sought revenge.
6. The assailant wanted the bodies to be found.
7. Mr. X and Mr. Y both had recent haircuts and fresh shaves.
8. They probably also were wearing clean clothes, such as would be put on after a bath.
9. Both men ate together about an hour before they were murdered.
10. After they were felled, they were dismembered so they couldn’t be associated with each other. 
INVESTIGATORS said the 
undershorts were manufactured by the DeKalb Garment Co., in Fyffe Ala. They quoted E. H. Stanford, a 
representative of the cpmpany, as saying the shorts are amongst the cheapest that can be made. The shorts 
sold for either 49 or 59 cents a pair.
In May, shorts of this kind, along with an undershirt similar to the one found on the body, were packaged 
together and sold as a special. 
State investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason will work toward locating the store and salesman who sold 
the underwear.
THEY BELIEVE if one victim can be identified, the other man's name also can be learned.
The victim wearing the shorts was the first one found. His body, with the face mutilated and the arms and 
legs cut off, was found about 100 yards off U. S. Highway 11 near an abandoned house in Etowah County. 
The second torso was discovered on Monday, a day later, 10.7 miles from the first body. It was beside a 
vacant house in St. Clair County.
BOTH MEN had been shot in the face with a shotgun from a close distance.
The assailant then took a knife or ax and hacked the wounds, making identification from dentures practically 
impossible.
The first victim had the back of his head clubbed away.
The killer finished his work by cutting off the arms and legs of the men.
The limbs were dismembered where each joined the trunk of the body, leaving no stumps. No trace of the 
limbs has been found.
PICKING OUT two empty houses, the murderer then dumped out the torsos close to them.
The first victim was exposed one night and a morning. He was found about 1:30 p.m. last Sunday by a man 
who lives nearby.
The body contained so little blood that Associate State Toxicologist Robert L. Johnson of Birmingham was 
not able to establish a blood type.
From the urine of the first victim, however, it has been proven he had been drinking heavily about an hour 
before he was murdered.
The second body was exposed a day longer. Any analysis was virtually impossible because of the advanced 
state of decomposition
Alabama's most sensational case—
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Torso murders shocked country just one year ago
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
WHITE PLAINS, Ala., June 27- ‘Lee,” a woman called in the
midnight blackness of a lonely farm.
The man appeared, silhouetted in the doorway of the tiny trailer where he lived with a brother.
Unseen, Viola Virginia Hyatt raised an antique, 12 gauge shotgun and aimed it at Lee Harper, whom she 
once had planned to marry.
She fired the blast directly into
his face.
"Emmett," she called.
As he looked, a second blast caromed through the stillness
The brother ran to aid the riddled form on the floor.
“Emmett,” she called.
As he looked, a second blast caromed through the stillness
into the right side of his face.
THEN SHE CHOPPED the bodies apart, using a rusty, two-bladed ax and a butcher knife.
It happened a year ago tonight. The killings, labeled Alabama’s “torso murders,” are remembered as the 
state's most sensational,
most grisly.
And the victims, as obscure in death as they were alive, are known to many only as “Mr. X” and "Mr. Y."
Revisits to any place connected with the crime bring to life again the three-week manhunt in 100-degree 
heat.
VETERAN STATE Investigators Ben Allen and the late A. F. Mason headed the team of lawmen. They were 
aided by officers from Etowah, St. Clair and Calhoun Counties, and anywhere else help was needed.
The mutilated, decaying remains were found June 28 and 29 near empty houses along U.S. 11 in Etowah 
and St. Clair; about 60 miles from here.
The torsos were not identified for 20 days.
But on the night of July 15, authorities learned three vital answers which sent them straight to the gloomy 
farm in the eastern part of Calhoun.
SOMEONE RECOGNIZED drawings of the dead men by News Artist Charles Brooks. The person told a 
highway patrolman that Lee Harper and Emmett Harper had been away from White Plains more than two 
weeks.
The brothers, apparently on vacation from their Andalusia home, had not returned.
A faded name on a bloodsoaked laundry mark in one of the victim's shirts was brought out by State 
Toxicologist Robert Johnson. The label read, “Lee Harper.” When it was learned where the brothers had 
been living, Viola Hyatt, her elderly father and feeble stepmother were arrested and taken to Anniston.
THE HYATT WOMAN confessed in the early hours of July 17, officers 
said. Her parents were later cleared.
She was sent last Fall to Bryce Hospital for mental tests. Doctors judged her sane and she stood trial in 
Anniston March 14.
The woman pleaded guilty and was sentenced to life imprisonment for each murder. She is serving the terms 
consecutively in Julia Tutwiler Prison.
Before ending in this remote village, the trail of the “torso murders” led across Alabama and into many other 
states.
AT ONE TIME or another, the slayings were linked to bootleg activity in Etowah and dry St. Clair, to a strike 
at a huge industrial plant at Birmingham, to an apple stand on U.S. 11 between Whitney Junction and 
Attalla, to a cafe on the highway between those points and to a pair of professional wrestlers from the 
Whitney Junction area.
Officers sped to Rome. Ga., once, believing the solution of the killings was there.
Letters came in from throughout the Southeast from persons thinking the victims were kin.
IT ALSO WAS theorized the dead men were vacationers, passing through Alabama, or the murders had been 
committed in another state and the bodies driven
here and dumped.
Some facts in the case are still secret to all but a few officers.
Was, for instance, her given motive—sexual abuse, other mistreatment and abusiveness to her father—the 
truth?
Many persons still wonder if she had help. They refuse to beIieve she committed the murders alone, though 
no one else was ever implicated.
Such queries will probably never be answered.
To the law the case is closed; it has spoken. The public has been left to its own opinions.
Just X and Y—
Butchered torsos remain nameless
BY DON BROWN 
News staff writer
Unnamed and unclaimed ...The fate of a man called X and one called Y.
Eleven days ago these human beings were slaughtered. Death came to them in a manner befitting nothing 
or no one.
A shotgun blast in each face . . .  a knife hacking, slashing the wounds ... a clubbing that whacked out the 
back of one head . . . and finally, dismemberment of the arms and legs. Then they were dumped 10.7 miles 
apart along busy U.S. Highway 11 near Gadsden ... one 20 yards from the road, the other 100 yards.
No motive or place of the crime has yet been learned.
TEN DAYS AGO the torso of one man was found. The shapeless form of his companion was discovered the 
next day.
Last Wednesday, Mr. X and Mr. Y were buried shortly after 11 a.m.
The curious formed a small crowd to watch them lowered to the earth.
It isn’t painful enough, however, that these men will be remembered as two letters of the alphabet .. .
It isn’t inhuman enough that they were buried without their arms and legs and most of their heads . . .
IT ISN’T ungodly enough someone acted as their judge and executioner . .. then as a scavenger stripping 
them of clothes, identification and physical characteristics ...
Now, apparently, they will be remembered only for their one tragic, violent fling Saturday night, June 27.
Everyone who knew them— and surely there were some acquaintances — has forgotten Mr. X and Mr. Y 
were human beings.
And it’s said there’s some good in every person.
But no one has even ventured to give them a name, much less to speak of them as men.
SILENCE IS the common evil of everyone thus far.
If you are afraid then the killer has accomplished his purpose. He wanted his unspeakable atrocities found as 
an example. To whom or to what is known only to him right now.
The News has already said any information written or called in will be kept confidential and your name will 
be told only to authorities.
any bearing on the case will only slow its solution. Can you live easily knowing your knowledge is perhaps 
allowing the butcher who shocked Alabama to run free another day?
THAT HE WILL be captured is a certainty. Too many minds are working night and day against
him.
Today, while officers in St. Clair and Etowah counties continue checking every lead, the state investigative 
team split. 
Ben Allen began a relentless search of Arab, Anniston, Talladega, Decatur, Boaz, Albertville and Fort Payne 
for the store that sold Mr. X underwear found on his torso.
Investigator A. F. Mason flew over the murder area along highway 11 in a helicopter, hunting any clue the 
deep, hot woods may be hiding. 
State Public Safety Director Floyd Mann and Gov. John Patterson have promised every facility that may be 
needed is available.
AND THOUGH the picture remains opaque, slowly a pattern and clear image of the murders,
is shaping.
Last week the killer may have laughed about his perfect crime. Now, however, he is remembering things left 
undone . . . carelessness here and there.
And what is he remembering ... Something he heard that Saturday night?
A suspicious car or pickup truck he saw?
Faces that resemble Mr. X or , Mr. Y?
Or perhaps a name that might electrocute Alabama's most cold blooded murderer? .
Torso victims your neighbors? Perhaps is tight-lipped answer
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
STEELE, Ala., July 15-Had Mr. X or Mr. Y lived in the area where their torsos were found?
Seven persons yesterday said “perhaps.”
The answers were received when a News reporter visited very store, service station and cafe that was open 
between the southern boundary of Attalla and Whitney Junction in Etowah and St. Clair Counties.
Drawings of the two dead men published Sunday were shown each proprietor along the 12-mile stretch.
OF 30 STOPS made, seven affirmative
answers were given.
Five persons said they believed they had seen someone fitting the general description of Mr. X in their place 
of business.
Two others said the same thing for Mr. Y.
No positive identification was given either of the victims, but belief was again consumed that they were not 
from another state or were tourists. Authorities have believed for some time the men were from Northeast or 
North Alabama if not from the immediate vicinity where their torsos were discovered.
IT WAS LEARNED undershorts Mr. X wore were sold
from seven towns—Fort Payne, Albertville, Talladega, Anniston, Decatur, Boaz and Arab.
Officers have been puzzled, however, no one of the general description of either man has been reported 
missing from that area.
This would indicate either the killings were a family affair or that someone who has valuable information is 
afraid to talk.
THE DOUBLE murders still have the small communities along U. S. Highway 11—where the torsos were 
found—upset.
At Whitney Junction, Steele and into Attalla, precautions are still being taken to limit night travel. Homes are 
kept locked all the time.
Most people--as do investigators—think the killer, or killers, came from a five-to-10-mile radius around where 
the mutilated bodies were dumped.
Best reason for this belief is the murderer’s apparent knowledge of empty houses along the highway.
He tossed out Mr. Y beside a white frame house that had been vacant just a month. Curtains and blinds 
were still in the windows.
The body of Mr. X was discarded beside an abandoned farm dwelling about 100 yards from the highway, 
that can barely be seen by passing motorists.
Viola Hyatt
Torso slayer pleads guilty, gets life
BY DON BROWN AND CHARLIE GRAINGER, News staff writers ANNISTON, Ala., March 14—Accused Torso 
Killer Viola Hyatt today pleaded guilty to murdering her ex-sweetheart and his brother and was sentenced to 
life imprisonment.
She entered the pleas shortly after her trial began in a compromise between state and defense attorneys. 
She was charged with first-degree murder in the brutal slayings of Lee and Emmett Harper last June.
THE CALHOUN COUNTY Circuit Court jury hearing the first case was out only about 15 minutes before 
accepting the verdict in the killing of Lee Harper, her ex-boyfriend.
A second jury then heard brief testimony and retired to decide whether it agreed to the same verdict in the 
death of Emmett Harper.
THE HARPER brothers lived in a trailer on the Hyatt farm in the White Plains community. Lee Harper had 
roomed with the Hyatts for 1 1/2 years before Emmett came to the farm, and the built the trailer and moved 
into it.
Only witnesses at the trials were Robert Harper Andalusia, one of three surviving brothers, and State 
Investigator Ben Allen. 
Harper testified he identified the bodies of the brothers at Gadsden July 19. Allen testified Miss Hyatt told 
him she shot Lee Harper after they quarreled in the trailer.
Officers quoted her before the' trial as saying that she shot the brothers after they abused her sexually.
The cut up pieces of the brothers were scattered along Highway 11 and rural roads after the killings. 
She posed smilingly for pictures after the verdicts were returned at noon.
When Sheriff Roy Snead said, “Let’s go get those beans, Viola, she replied, “I’m ready,” and went to the jail 
to eat.
Under state law Miss Hyatt would be eligible for parole 10 years after beginning her sentence, even though 
she is under a life sentence.
Harper and State Investigator Allen offered the same evidence in the second slaying as in the Lee Harper 
case.
Harper established that he had seen the body of his brother, Emmett, after the slaying and Allen offered a 
brief summary of Miss Hyatt’s confession to the twin killings.
Harper was asked later by a reporter if he agreed with the recommendation agreed upon by the counsels.
“It will be left up to the jury what she gets, but I don’t agree with it,” Harper declared.
THE PLEA brought an abrupt end to the trial of the plump
31-year-old farm woman, charged with shooting to death and hacking to pieces the bodies of Lee and 
Emmett Harper.
Miss Hyatt, who had appeared composed and in a pleasant mood when she entered the courtroom, sighed 
deeply when Judge Leslie H. Longshore read the compromise verdict.
Known as the “X” and “Y” murders because the bodies went unidentified for several weeks after the brothers 
were killed last June, the slayings were among the most sensational in recent Alabama criminal history.
MISS HYATT wore a two-piece charcoal brown dress, with red shoes and gold earrings. Her jet-black hair 
was neatly combed.
From time to time she chatted quietly with her attorneys and Calhoun County Sheriff Roy Snead.
Miss Hyatt’s attorneys earlier entered a plea of innocent by reason of insanity. Psychiatrists at Bryce Hospital 
found her sane.
THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS
As trial nears—
Torso case gets ’like poker game'
ANNISTON, Ala., Feb. 27-Neither side is showing its hand as time for the Viola Hyatt murder trial nears in 
this East Alabama City.
Neither the prosecution nor defense is talking much. All efforts are being centered on the show-down March 
14.
That day the trial of the accused shotgun-ax murderess will begin in Judge Leslie Longshore’s packed 
Calhoun County Circuit Court courtroom.
The 31-year-old farm woman already has confessed shooting brothers Lee and Emmett Harper, then hacking 
off their limbs, shortly after midnight last June 27. Two first-degree murder indictments are standing against 
her.
She made her statement July 18, several hours after her arrest climaxed one of Alabama’s most widespread 
manhunts.
THREE MEN interrogated Miss Hyatt that night. One of them— State Investigator Arthur F. Mason—is now 
dead.
The remaining two—State Investigator Ben Allen and Calhoun Sheriff Roy Snead—are expected to be key 
witnesses in the trial.
And there will be others.
But Defense Attorneys R. A. Norred and John Phillips and Prosecutor Clarence Williams are calling no names.
“It’s getting like a poker game now,’ said Norred Saturday. "I don’t want to show my hand too much.”
“WE ARE preparing for trial the best we can,” said the 32-year-old court-appointed attorney.
Until recently the task appeared insurmountable. The client refused even to talk to her counselors.
“Finally last week we got her to sit down and talk for the first time,” Norred said. “But she still refuses to tell 
anything about the case.”
Court decision on a move by the defense last week is expected shortly.
NORRED AND PHILLIPS filed a writ of habeas corpus and made application for a hearing on the writ. Norred 
said in doing this he hoped to force the prosecution into revealing some of its confidential evidence, since 
witnesses could be called at the hearing.
Judge Longshore said Saturday he had been ill four days and had not been officially presented with
the writ. He said some decision would be made on it early this week.
Another defensive move was to file interrogatories aimed at Dr. J. S. Tarwater, superintendent of state 
mental hospitals at Tuscaloosa. Miss Hyatt was declared sane at the mental hospital there.
A team of doctors declared Miss Hyatt sane after studying her for four months at Bryce Hospital.
Norred and Phillips have said they will plead the woman innocent by reason of insanity. Circuit Solicitor 
Williams, who heads the prosecution, is keeping quiet on any moves the state is making.
IT IS WIDELY speculated, however, that he will ask the death penalty for the accused.
Other figures already involved include Etowah Circuit Solicitor L. Charles Wright, in whose county the torso of 
Emmett Harper was found, and St. Clair Circuit Solicitor George W. Hodges, in whose county Lee Harper’s 
torso was discovered.
News staff photo—Norman Dean
ALABAMA'S CONFESSED MURDERESS, VIOLA HYATT, IN EXCLUSIVE PHOTO
. . . The confessed killer of Emmett and Lee Harper after re-enacting crime
Attended sing on murder day—
Viola Hyatt was quiet, nice girl to neighbors
BY DON BROWN, News staff writer
WHITE PLAINS, Ala., July 18—To most of the world this Sunday, Viola Hyatt is a cold-blooded killer.
In the two days since she confessed the torso murders of Emmett and Lee Harper, her name has led 
conversation in countless homes, offices and street corners.
In this tiny, three-store hamlet no one has recovered from the shock.
The Viola Hyatt these people know is a soft-spoken, friendly, neighborly woman . . . they almost refuse to 
believe otherwise.
“I’ve known her all my life and she was always nice to me,” said Mrs. C. H. Reid, owner of Reid’s Grocery.
People liked her
“PEOPLE SEEMED to like her . . . she never harmed anyone as far as I know. You won't find a soul to say 
anything against her or her family.”
"‘They’ve traded here 21 years now,” Mrs. Reid said. “In fact, there’s a little ticket in there now.”
“She just raised herself . . . lived there with her parents.
And she never worked.”
“Viola didn’t run around with other girls, either.
“She loved to read,” the store-owner remarked. “In the Summertime she’d sit in the swing and read all the 
time . . . any type magazine. But she quit school in the eighth grade.
“She loved cats. too. You’d never see her without some around,” Mrs. Reid said.
IT WAS SAID the last thing Viola did before officers took
Turn to Page 10, Column 1
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THIS FAMILY FOUND TORSO OF MR. Y . . . Seated, from left, are Barbara Partlow and Jeannie. Standing are 
Mrs. Jack Partlow and Patricia
They can’t forget—
Fear stalks wake of torso murders
BY DON BROWN News staff writer GADSDEN, Ala., July 4, Fear . . . fear . . . fear Memories of a nightmare-
come-true haunted an Alabama man and woman Saturday.
They are the persons who found the mutilated bodies of two horribly murdered men this week.
For the man the discovery has meant sleepless nights . . . for the woman uneasy closing of doors that once 
were left open.
He found Mr. X
THE MAN IS O. P Holliday. He found the torso of Mr X in an unoccupied house south of Attalla last Sunday.
The women is Mrs. James Partlow, wife of a minister. She discovered the torso of Mr. Y
near Whitney Junction in St. Clair County. I
Holliday stumbled upon the first torso while walking near a vacant house on U.S. Highway 11 just inside 
Etowah County. His hand shook as he dragged on a cigarette and talked about the experience.
“I’m so tore up I can’t sleep at night,” he said.
Staying with friends
HOLLIDAY HAS left the place where he was living and is staying with friends in another section. He said he 
just had to get awav from his former residence,
And hearing him explain his nightmare-corne-true, you understand. . . .
“I walked down to Hal’s Service Station (near the scene) Sunday morning for a while. When l started back up 
the highway, I decided to go in the old house.
“I’d been up there a lot of times just walking didn't think nothing about it at all.
“I went up the old road (a narrow, clay path barely wide
O. P. HOLLIDAY , . , "I can't forget"
enough for a car leading to the houses and that’s when I saw it.
“It looked like a hog at first. But I was scared so bad I went back to get a friend.
(The friend was Johnny Shirley, who lived nearby. The two rode back to the scene in Shirley’s truck.)
“We drove up in the yard and Johnny got out and looked. I got out the other side but didn t go any further 
...”
“I could see what it was.”
He can't forget 
HE SAID LATER the solicitor (Sol. Charles Wright, of Etowah) had him view the torso closely to see if he 
could identify it.
“I can’t forget it,” Holliday said. “I just can’t.”
Mrs. Partlow is owner of the empty white frame dwelling near which the torso called Mr. Y was lying.
“It was a great shock to the community," the soft-spoken woman said. “It would have been different if it had 
just been shot.”
“I just wanted to get away from it.”
“It’d been about a month since we visited the house. I’ve been down with appendicitis,” she said.
She said her three daughters —Barbara. 15; Patricia, 9; and Jeannie, 5—decided to drive down with her.
The house is about 200 yards away from where she and her family now live. It is some 45 feet
off Highway 11.
“I saw it when I was far enough in so that I had to pull in front of the porch to turn around,” she
said. .
“I think it's a body,” she told them. “I just saw the back.”
“I turned around and drove down to get my father-in-law, Johnny Partlow, We came back and he looked and 
said it was a man.
“We called the law.
"I didn't know the first body
These drawings were done by News Artist Charles Brooks, based on photographs taken of the dead men 
after their bodies were exhumed. The descriptions are not supported by facts and could be off slightly. Mr. X 
is believed to be 35-45 years old; about five feet, 11 inches tall; 180-190 pounds; hazel eyes; thin lips; soft 
features; thinning hair, dark gray on top but steel blue light gray at temples, combed straight back.
Mr. Y is believed to be 50-60 years old; about five feet, eight-nine inches tall; 190-200 pounds; brown, 
sunken eyes; prominent nose with side nostrils; very coarse, yellowish-gray hair combed straight back; thick 
neck; stockily built. Investigators believe first descriptions of the men, saying they were of Mediterranean 
descent, possibly were wrong. They ask this be overlooked if other qualities fit a missing man.
Maybe a woman, psychiatrist says-
Cold, careful torso murderer had definite plan for killing
BY DON BROWN News staff writer 
GADSDEN, Ala., July 12 --Mystery continues to surround the twin torso murders of U. S. Highway 11.
Investigation of the crimes enters its third week Monday, with these questions still unanswered:
1. Who are the two dead men?
2. Where were they killed?
3. Who murdered them so viciously?
4. What was the killer’s motive?
THERE ARE FEW known facts in the case.
What the killer or killers left of the victims was very little.
Torso number one—named Mr. X—was found Sunday, June 28 beside an abandoned house just inside the 
Etowah-St. Clair line. He was lying about 100 yards off Highway 11.
The second torso—called Mr. Y —was discovered by a housewife the next day. It, too, was beside an empty 
house, 10.7 miles from the first body and in St. Clair County. The body was plainly visible from the highway.
BOTH MEN HAD been shot in the face by a shotgun, possibly from a range of about 15 feet.
Officers believe both were alive when hit by the number six pellets, and that the killer began his work with 
the shotgun.
The gun shot wounds were then hacked by a knife or axe, destroying all dentures.
Mr. X had the back of his head clubbed away.
The arms and legs of both men were then chopped off at the joints
Almost all clothes were stripped from the bodies.
Then the torsos were dumped along a busy, national roadway.
Virtually nothing else is known about the murders.
DURING THE FIRST two weeks of investigation, officers have checked hundreds of letters and phone calls 
reporting missing persons.
In addition to Alabama, information has come in from Texas,
Georgia, Tennessee, Florida, Louisiana and other states.
Investigators say, however, no description or lead has proved accurate. No one besides authorities have 
viewed the torsos for identification.
A pair of undershorts and an undershirt found on Mr. X have been traced to Northeast Alabama leading 
investigators to believe the victim might have been a resident of that area.
THE SHORTS were manufactured by the DeKalb Garment Co in Fyffe, Ala., in March. One of many wholesale 
houses in the U. S. to receive a shipment of them was Dobson & Co. of Nashville, Tenn.
Dobson Co., in turn, sent that type shorts to stores it operates in Albertville, Anniston, Sylacauga, Boaz, 
Arab, Decatur and Fort Payne.
The shorts and the same type undershirt Mr. X wore were sold together in May as a “special.”
STATE OFFICERS Ben Allen and A. F. Mason, following this lead, have checked the store in Albertville but 
were told no one of Mr. X’s description bought the shorts there.
The other six cities have not been checked yet.
Investigators hope if the identity of one victim can he learned, the other man’s name will come easily.
But two mutilated torsos and some ripped, bloody clothing are the only clues thus far.
A $1500 reward announced Thursday by Gov. John Patterson has loosened few tongues. “But it’s a little 
soon, yet.” Etowah Circuit Sol. L. Charles Wright said Saturday.
THE INVESTIGATION has produced five seemingly sound leads to the victims’ identities or to the killer, but 
all have proved false.
One was an old man and his son who lived alone in secluded woods near the scene. They were found alive 
in Oneonta. Two well-known brothers in the area who had been gone for several years was also a hopeful 
lead.
But they were reached by phone in Birmingham.
Several persons reported drawings of the victims resembled two Sand Mountain men who left recently for 
California. Relatives in Boaz. however, said they had heard from them since the double crime.
One clue led investigators to a large industrial plant near Birmingham. It, too, was false.
A fantastic story by a resident of the area sent state officers to another state to verify it. For a night this man 
was suspected of being the murderer. Now, officers say, “No.”
WHY SUCH A CRIME was committed also is unknown.
Known bootleggers of the area have definitely been shaken by the incident. Many have been intensely 
questioned. All have felt the impact of the murders. Was gambling or robbery the motive for the 
butcherings?
Police informers and tipsters have reported no concrete leads for the gambling angle.
A robbery motive also has been
discarded because of the viciousness of the crime.
THE MURDERS, it is believed, were not spur-of-the-moment things. The killer had a definite plan established, 
probably built on a deep-seated hatred or grudge. He or she knew what was going to be done and when.
That these were Mafia killings has also been theorized.
A psychiatrist connected with a recent similar murder in another city said he believed a woman committed 
that crime. Officers have not ruled out that possibility in these murders.
A BIRMINGHAM psychiatrist said he did not think this killer was a maniac or wildly insane. That all but 
eliminates the “kill for the thrill of killing” angle.
Many other possibilities and angles have also been discarded since the torsos were discovered. Others have 
yet to be investigated.
But there’ll be no stopping point. The law is patient. Sooner or later the careful killer’s mistake will be 
discovered.
mm
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HINT OF RAIN
ALABAMA—Partly cloudy skies forecast for all sections through Wednesday with widely scattered afternoon 
and evening thunder showers.
(Furnished by U. S. Weather Bureau)
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MR. Y FOUND HERE, EASILY VISIBLE FROM STATE HIGHWAY 11
. . . Left to right, Chief Deputy Hoyt Coupland, Sheriff Dave Evans and Deputy
Robert C. Hayes
Clues are meager-
!
Wide probe launched in two torso slayings
BY DON BROWN News staff writer GADS0EN, Ala., June 30—State authorities and officers from counties 
launched a wide-spread search today
Experienced lawmen heading
investigation of torso murders
By DON BROWN, News staff writer ASHVILLE, Ala., July 6-Two lawmen with 34 years experience between 
them are heading the investigation of Northeast Alabama's shocking twin torso murders.
They are Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason, both Birmingham residents and officers for the investigation and 
identification division, Department of Public Safety.
Senior among the two is Allen, a 20-year veteran, who works Jefferson, Walker, Shelby, St. Clair, Bibb and 
Talladega Counties.
He was born and educated in Birmingham but took criminology courses at the University of Alabama 
Extension Center, the University of Louisville, Southern Police Institute and the University of Honolulu.
THE BEAR, as Allen has been nicknamed by friend and foe, has attended at least five police refresher 
courses, the most recent of which was at Wilmington, Del.
He is 40, married and has two children, Tommy, 11, and Sue Carol, 14. During World War II he was a 
Marine.
Mason, an Ensley High graduate, is also a native of the Magic City and a former student
of the University Extension Center.
His 14 years of law enforcement work are backed up by criminology courses at the
University of Alabama, the FBI Narcotics Training School in Washington, D. C. and the Alabama Police 
Academy.
The World War II Marine veteran also has had an FBI refresher course.
MASON WORKS the counties of Blount, Etowah, DeKalb, Cherokee, Cleburne and Calhoun.
He and Allen spent the weekend in the Birmingham area checking out local and long-distance phone tips on 
missing persons. The time at home was welcome after six straight days of roadwork seeking the identity of 
the two men shot in the face June 27, mutilated beyond recognition, dismembered, then dumped 10.7 miles 
apart along busy U. S. Highway 11 in St. Clair and Etowah Counties.
Today they were scheduled to begin a search for the victims’ names in the counties of Calhoun, Talladega, 
DeKalb, Morgan and Marshall.
In Gadsden and Ashville, largest towns near the murder scenes, county forces have worked ceaselessly eight 
days on the baffling case.
YESTERDAY, skindivers from Gadsden searched Queenstown Lake near Trussville, but failed to locate any of 
the missing arms and legs.
Heading the Etowah County investigators is Circuit Solicitor L. Charles Wright, now in his second term.
Wright, 37, is married and has two children. He is a native of Etowah and circuit solicitor is the only political 
office he has held.
Dewey Colvard, 43, is serving his first term as Etowah sheriff. Formerly, however, he was a state ABC 
investigator two years and for six years was Etowah County constable.
He is married, has two sons (17 and 4) and freely admits this is the toughest case he’s ever had.
CHIEF DEPUTY to Colvard is Tony Reynolds, a newspaperman turned law officer.
Reynolds worked with The Shreveport Times and seven years as chief photographer for The Gadsden Times. 
He had four years’ experience as a state game warden and deputy federal warden before becoming 
Colvard’s assistant.
Working closely with these three men are Felton Yates, assistant chief deputy, and Deputies Cecil Holmes, 
Grady Pollard, Milton Ballard, Charles Foreman
and Russell Edwards.
Youngest man on this state and county law team is St. Clair County Solicitor Talmadge Fambrough. He’s 33 
and serving his second term.
FAMBROUGH, married and father of two, is a 1954 graduate of the University of Alabama law school. He 
now lives in Pell City.
St. Clair Sheriff Dave Evans, 56, is serving his first term of law enforcement. He formerly was mayor of West 
Blocton six years. 
Evans, a Pell City resident, is a grandfather one time. Margaret, 20 months, lives with her dad, Dave Evans 
Jr., and mom on a St. Clair farm.
Champion father of the investigative group is Chief Deputy Hoyt Coupland, who has jurisdiction over the 
northern half of divided St. Clair.
COUPLAND has a daughter, five sons and two grandsons. Before coming to St. Clair last January he was a 
policeman in Leeds 8 1/2 years.
Robert C. Hayes, Clayton Simmons of Odenville, Terry Turner and Coroner Luie Glidwell are other St. Clair 
officers devoting full time to the murders.
Highway patrolmen throughout Alabama have been aiding in the case whenever possible.
BEN ALLEN A. F. MASON L. C. WRIGHT
• • 20-year veteran . . . Teams with Allen . . . Etowah solicitor
DEWEY COLVARD . . . Sheriff of Etowah
DAVE EVANS HOYT COUPLAND
... St. Clair sheriff . , . Heads northern unit
TONY REYNOLDS
. . . Chief deputy
TALMADGE FAMBROUGH
. . . Youngest on case
Birmingham residents—
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VIOLA HYATT'S FATHER, DOG PINE AWAY WINTER . . . Martin B. Hyatt, 72, reflects sadness at farm
In a tiny Alabama town—
An old man rocks, hopes and waits for his daughter
BY DON BROWN, News staff writer WHITE PLAINS, Ala., March 12—“I feel like they won’t take her away from 
me."
An old man, who once taught his little girl to shoot and use an ax, stared down at nothing as he spoke. His massive, 
gnarled hands were folded.
A small coal fire brightly warmed the bedroom where he sat rocking. Doors leading to other parts of the decaying frame 
house were closed.
This is Martin B. Hyatt's world. Here he passes the long Winter days.
THE LIFE OF THAT world is 22 miles away in a Calhoun County jail cell awaiting trial Monday for murder.
Hyatt was a proud man Feb. 3, 1929. That day his wife gave birth to a girl, after 19 years of marriage. He was 41 and a 
father.
They named the baby Viola Virginia. She favored her dad very much.
Murder trial set tomorrow
ANNISTON, Ala., March 12 —Viola Hyatt, accused of Alabama’s notorious torso murders last June, goes on trial here 
tomorrow.
The sessions are scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. in Calhoun County Courthouse. Circuit Judge Leslie Longshore will 
preside.
The, 31-year-old Hyatt woman is accused of shooting Emmett and Lee Harper, brothers, to death with a shotgun, then 
dismembering their bodies.
Close to father
VIOLA’S MOTHER DIED when
THIS IS THE WAY VIOLA HYATT GREETS HER DEFENSE LAWYERS
. . . Accused in torso slayings pulls bedsheet over head, keeps silent
Accused slayer won't talk—
Viola Hyatt refuses to cooperate with defense attorneys in torso case
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
ANNISTON, Ala., Feb. 18-Attorneys for accused slayer Viola Hyatt said they are getting “no cooperation anywhere.”
And in an effort to build a defense for the White Plains farm woman, they have moved to other places.
Robert A. Norred, one of the two court-appointed lawyers, went to Tuscaloosa yesterday to confer with the psychiatric 
team that examined Miss Hyatt. Psychiatrists pronounced her sane.
THE 31-YEAR-OLD woman is charged with shooting two brothers and dismembering their bodies with an ax.
Norred said he plans to talk to a psychiatrist in Birmingham later
Miss Hyatt is scheduled for trial March 14, on charges that she killed Emmett and Lee Harper last June.
She was arrested July 17 at home in White Plains, about 20 miles east of Anniston. A few hours later officers said she 
confessed the torso killings.
TWO DAYS BEFORE her first trial date last Sept. 28, Circuit Judge Leslie Longshore ordered her committed to Bryce 
Hospital in Tuscaloosa for sanity tests.
Her committal followed petitions by Attys. Norred and John Phillips, whom Longshore appointed for the defense.
Last Thursday she was declared sane by Bryce authorities
Calhoun County Sheriff Roy Snead returned the woman to jail here.
JACK WILSON, a law partner of Norred, said yesterday Miss Hyatt has refused to cooperate in any way with her 
attorneys.
‘‘She won’t even talk to us,” he said. “When we go to visit her, she pulls the bed sheet over her head and won’t say a 
word.” “Thus far we have gotten very little cooperation anywhere and have very little to go on,” said Wilson. “But we 
do have a few theories we are trying to expand.”
ASKED IF THE lawyers know some facts the prosecution doesn’t have, Wilson replied, “I think so.” “Her father is just 
as bad,” Wilson continued. “He doesn’t seem to realize the seriousness of what she’s about to face.”
The attorney said Norred and Phillips visited Martin A. Hyatt Tuesday in an effort to get him to agree to pay for more 
psychiatric examinations of Miss Hyatt.
“HE REFUSED to do anything toward helping her,” Wilson said. ‘He told us, ‘They’ll never burn my daughter.”
Defense attorneys have not been allowed to see the confession Miss Hyatt “is alleged to have signed ," Wilson said.
“We were not given he said. 
Calhoun Circuit Solicitor Clarence Williams will head the prosecution.
Circuit Solicitor L. Charles Wright of Etowah and George W. Hodges of St. Clair, also are preparing trial material.
MR. AND MRS. M. B. HYATT WATCH Viola's parents remained on their porch during
As torso slaying reached grim climax
Long calm Hyatt farm with clamor of newsmen
BY DON BROWN News staff writer WHITE PLAINS, Ala., July 13 —Officers and newsmen rambled over the 
40-acre farm. 
Curious neighbors drove up, adding to the clutter of cars at roadside and in the driveway.
A large black dog barked at a strange pup.
And through it all, one couple sat quietly on their front porch.
THEY ARE Mr. and Mrs M. B. Hyatt, father and step-mother of a 30-year-old woman who has confessed two 
of Alabama's most vicious killings. ,
Hyatt sprawled in the porch swing, his back in one corner and his right leg stuck,out the opposite. He wore a 
long-sleeved khaki shirt buttoned at the collar and
heavy denim overalls. A high-topped felt hat with a wide brim rested on his head.
He had on white cotton socks and cloth, rubber-soled shoes.
Occasionally he used the fan he held.
"WON'T YOU HAVE a chair and sit awhile?” he asked a nearby newsman.
“I ain't never seen nothing like it,” Hyatt remarked, referring to the swarm of activity at his usually quiet 
farm.
MRS. HYATT sat in her rocking chair, arms folded in her lap. Her feet—on which she wore black tennis shoes
—were flat on the floor. Behind her glasses, Mrs. Hyatt's eyes were red and swollen. She put her right hand 
to her face often, sobbing.
“I’m pretty sad,” she said.
Governor praises officers for work in torsos case
MONTGOMERY. Ala., July 18
Governor John Patterson today commended state and local law enforcement officers for their work in solving 
the brutal torso murders.
" I wish to congratulate the Alabama Department of Public Safety for its intensive and painstaking efforts in 
solving the brutal torso murders,” he said. The state officers, working closely with county and local officials, 
cracked this case with a terrific piece of detective work.”
The governor’s statement added, “The initial tip came from two highway patrolmen, and scores of fellow 
officers joined in the successful track-down. The state investigators, under Public Safety Director Floyd H. 
Mann, did not rest until they had unraveled this bizarre double murder. A spirit of helpfulness on the part of 
the general public also contributed greatly to the final solution."
News staff photo Norman Deal
FYFFE PLANT MADE VICTIM'S SHORTS ... E. H. Stanford, seated, checks material and records with Solicitor 
Talmadge Fambrough
In torso slayings—
Probers continue check of clothing
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
FYFFE, Ala., July 3—Investigators last night found that undershorts worn by one of the torso murder victims 
were made at a plant here.
Learning where they were bought, however, is another thing.
E. H. Stanford, owner af the DeKalb Garment Co., identified the shorts as being made in his plant. 
He said the garments was his cheapest and probably sold for 49 cents or 59 cents. The underwear was size 
36. 
“They are a fairly new pair of shorts,” Stanford said. "I don’t believe they ever were laundered.”
“CHANCES ARE 50 to 1 the pair came from our April shipment, but I have never run across that short in 
Alabama.”
Stanford told St. Clair County Solicitor Talmage Fambrough and State Investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. 
Mason his firm shipped to wholesale houses all over the U. S.
A check of his April records showed shorts of that type were sent to at least six Southeastern states in 
addition to states in the West, Midwest and East. Earlier yesterday, investigators conferred with officials of 
Russell Manufacturing Co. in Alexander City and learned a size 36 undershirt also found on the victim was 
made there.
THAT TYPE SHIRT is also widely shipped, plant officials said.
The search for identification by clothing led over most of Eastern Alabama yesterday.
From Alexander City, officers drove to Pell City, then to Ashville, Gadsden and on to Scottsboro. A phone call 
from the
last stop brought investigators to Fyffe.
The underwear was found on Mr. X—the torso found last Sunday just inside the Etowah County line about 
100 yards from U. S. Highway 11.
Mr. Y, the torso discovered Monday along Highway 11, and 10.7 miles away, was naked.
BOTH MEN, authorities^ said, had been shot in the face with a shotgun. The killer then slashed the wounds 
to further hide identification, clubbed off the back of one victim’s head and completed his work by cutting off 
the arms and legs of the men he had slain. The torsos were then dumped almost publicly in the vicinities of 
Whitney’s Junction and Steele, small communities near Gadsden along U. S. Highway 11.
Investigators thought yesterday they had found the auto used by the murderer to discard the bodies. A 
careful check of the abandoned vehicle, however, revealed it apparently had no connection with the case.
The car, apparently abandoned several days, was found near the narrows on U. S. 280 Monday by two small 
boys. It was registered in the name of Bill E. Keenum, 915 16th St, s, who had reported it was missing.
Buried yesterday Still nameless
Shirt made in state—
Clothing checked in torso murders
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
GADSDEN, Ala., July 2—Investigators of the Highway 11 torso murders revealed today that an undershirt 
worn by one of the two victims was made by Russell Manufacturing Co. of Alexander City.
State Investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason conferred with officials of the company, hoping to find out 
to whom the clothing was sold. They did not reveal results of the conference.
The development came as another
possible clue apparently fizzled. The officers said a car found abandoned near Childersburg seemingly had no 
connection with the case.
THEY HAD carefully checked the automobile, which was stolen in Birmingham, for fingerprints. The auto, a 
1958 Chevrolet Impala convertible, was registered in the name of Bill E. Keenam, of 915 16th-st, s.
Highway Patrol learned from Birmingham police the auto was stolen from Keenam’s home between 11 p.m. 
June 16 and 4:25 a.m. June 17. Keenam is an employe of the Stainless Steel Cooking Utensil Co. at 17 55th-
pl, s, Birmingham.
Keenam’s auto was found by two boys well hidden near the narrows on U. S. 280. Highway Patrol towed the 
car in early yesterday.
State Investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason checked the vehicle and dusted its contents for 
fingerprints.
Allen and Mason spent most of yesterday in Birmingham in conferences with Associate State Toxicologist R. 
L. Johnson.
IT WAS REPORTED the men reviewed evidence gathered from the mutilated torsos and also talked with local 
doctors to try and learn something of the personality of the murderer.
Whether the killer hacked apart his victims himself or had an accomplice do the gory job is pure speculation.
Authorities have agreed, however, that whoever did the dismembering knew what he was doing. Opinions 
have varied as to whether he was a hired, professional killer, a butcher or a very neat amateur.
Investigations near the scene yesterday apparently were fruitless.
“A little progress was made,” St. Clair County Solicitor Talmadge Fambrough said.
FAMBROUGH SAID his forces eliminated reports of buzzards in an area, missing persons and clothing found 
by thorough checks that produced nothing.
Etowah County Circuit Sol. L. C. Wright said last night, “We haven’t got a thing to report.” The solicitor 
added, however, he believed ‘‘some people, who have information might be afraid to talk.” 
‘‘If any one has information that might help in identifying the bodies or in any other way,” he said, “please 
tell them to come forward."
"Their names will be kept in strictest confidence and they will be protected.” Wright said.
Viola Hyatt gets life
Prison doors close on last torso chapter
BY DON BROWN AND CHARLIE GRAINGER, News staff writers
ANNISTON, Ala., March 15—A pawn shop ticket wired to the old guitar read, ‘‘July 3, 1959, Hyatt.” *
Sheriff Roy Snead strummed the instrument’s loose, untuned strings, then handed it to a slightly-built man 
wearing horn-rimmed
glasses.
Next the Calhoun County official produced an alarm clock, a trailer hitch, two safety razors and a $10 bill.
These, too, went to the man near him.
Joe J. Harper was silent as he took the personal effects of his brothers, Lee and Emmett Harper.
He had just come from the courtroom where Lee’s ex-girlfriend, Viola Hyatt, chose life imprisonment rather 
than a court fight that could have brought freedom or death.
THE TRIAL lasted but three hours . . . two juries deliberated only 35 minutes before returning the verdict 
directed by Judge Leslie C. Longshore.
Defense and prosecution agreed to a compromise whereby she pleaded guilty to two first degree murder 
charges and the state did not ask the death penalty for either.
Shortness of the trial was in sharp contrast to the 20-day hunt last Summer for the person labeled Alabama’s 
“torso killer.”
Torsos of the brothers, their faces shot away, were found in Etowah and St. Clair Counties For lack of 
identification they were named “Mr. X and Mr. Y."
THEIR LIMBS—all of which have not been recovered—had been hacked off at the shoulder and thigh joints 
and scattered over three counties.
Lee, to whom Viola was said to be engaged, roomed at the Hyatt farm more than a year. When Emmett 
joined him, they built the small trailer in which they died. It sat about 30 yards from the farmhouse.
Defense Attys. R. A. Norred and John Phillips informed Viola of their compromise hope before the trial.
“She made the actual decision,” said Norred.
Shortly after noon a Negro porter began sweeping up outside the Circuit courtroom. Joe Harper went to 
claim his brothers’ belongings. Bob and Fred Harper waited for him.
Back in her cell was the convicted murderess . . . the woman
Me’n her had that car nearly every Sunday, going to singings and things.
“And I’ll tell you this: I’m a-gonna get her out of there (prison) if I live.
“Did you see that cross she had around her neck? I carried it to her this morning. And her watch, too.
“I thought Viola looked fine after I dressed her up.
“Me’n that girl was real close.”
As Winter darkness settled over the hamlet named White Plains, a cold rain began falling.
A calf bedded down quietly. The dogs and cats slept undisturbed beside a coal fire.
And an old couple drifted back into memories of the days when a young tomboy darted across plowed 
ground at her father’s heels.
And 23 miles away at an old farm marked by an. “M. B.
 HYATT” mailbox, a 72-year-old man and his wife sat rocking.
“I REMEMBER . . ” Hyatt said, “she used to go every place I went. She come mighty near getting killed that 
way.
“We were hauling a big load of split wood up that mountain back yonder. . . . Came within an inch of turning 
that wagon right over on top of her.” Hyatt recalled when Lee Harper first came to live on the farm. Soon his 
brother Emmett had joined him.
“Lee would let Viola have his car all the time,” he mused. “You let a girl have your car and you’re her buddy.
News staff photo—Charles Grainger
LEE HARPER'S GUITAR—A REMINDER ... Joe Harper takes it from Sheriff Roy Snead
IN THE BLACK, early morning hours, however, she finally did say something.
Then, she showed officers how her gruesome task was done.
WHILE VIOLA was being questioned, a tall, unkempt young man also was a suspect in the double murders.
Dewey Carroll of White Plains sat on concrete steps in jail kitchen most of the night. He was questioned 
twice at length and then aroused again after he had gone to sleep.
Carroll was picked up by police after Viola had told
PIEDMONT
murder scene.
At 5 a.m., a highway patrolman drove him home.
Viola's stepfather, M. B. 
WHITE
PLAINS
MRS. HYATT slept most of the night in State Investigator Ben Allen’s car. She was not questioned by officers.
Calhoun County Sheriff Roy C. Snead helped her to the patrol tar where her husband waited 2 a.m.
Hyatt home
Trailer
Harper
brothers
occupied
BIRMINGHAM
MAP SHOWS . . . Area
ATLANTA-
LOCATION OF HYATT HOME, NEAR WHITE PLAINS COMMUNITY east of Oxford, near Anniston, has only few 
rural stores, school
'MR. Y" WAS LEE ANDER HARPER, 55 . .. News Artist Charles Brooks sketched likenesses
Case sure to break investigators say
were missing.
State Public Safety Director Floyd Mann commended News artist Brooks for what he termed “an excellent 
portrayal of Mr. X and Mr. Y.”
He also commended The News for keeping interest at a peak during the investigation.
MANN ALSO congratulated State Investigators Ben Allen and A. S. Mason and authorities in Etowah and St. 
Clair
Counties for their work on the
case.
The torso murders—one of Alabama’s most vicious crimes —was solved 20 days after the two bodies were 
discovered beside vacant houses along U. S. Highway 11 near Gadsden.
Both torsos were stripped nearly naked, faces of the men had been shot beyond recognition and their arms 
and legs had been chopped off with an ax
FARM HOUSE AND GROUNDS WHERE CONFESSED MURDERESS LIVED ... At left is crib and tool shed where 
wheel barrow found
CRUDE WHEEL BARROW WAS DEATH VEHICLE FOR REMOVING BODIES
Torsos and limbs were loaded on barrow, taken to car
All photos by Norman Buster Hogan
Toxicologist provided first break in case
ANNISTON. Ala., July 17-The first major break in the double torso murder case came as the result of a 
laboratory test in Birmingham.
State Toxicologist Robert B. Johnson of Birmingham-through laboratory techniques—discovered the name 
LEE HARPER stenciled on a piece of shirt found on the torso labeled only as Mr. Y.
Johnson told officers he believed one of the murder victims was named “Lee Harper.”
When two highway patrolmen reported that two brothers were missing and investigation disclosed they were 
named Harper, the solution to the case was near.
Chief State Investigator W. L. Allen revealed Johnson’s part in identity of Mr. Y.
VIOLA HYATT CHATS WITH INVESTIGATORS AT MURDER SCENE
... She showed A. F. Mason where she chopped bodies in front of house trailer

In torso slayings—
Viola Hyatt had help, probers think
BY DON BROWN News staff writer
ANNISTON, Ala., July 20-Did someone help Viola Hyatt butcher the Harper brothers?
Another law officer—the third to do so—expressed that opinion today.
State Public Safety Director Floyd Mann said: “She hasn't indicated there was anyone else, but I wouldn't be at 
all surprised if she had some help." Yesterday, Circuit Solicitor L. Charles Wright and Sheriff Dewey Colvard, 
both of Etowah, said they believed Miss Hyatt was assisted in the crime of June 28.
THE SLAYINGS to which she confessed have definitely been placed in the tiny trailer in which Emmett and Lee 
lived, Chief State Investigator W. L. Allen said.
Allen said Associate State Toxicologist Robert Johnson reported blood on several pieces of furniture in the 
trader. A rug pad was blood-soaked and attempts had been made to clean blood off the trailer steps, he added.
Allen said Miss Hyatt probably worked “a good part of a week" cleaning up the evidence.
She took the greater part of two days showing officers where she discarded the men’s limbs and destroyed their 
clothing and identification.
SO WELL were all traces of the killings hidden that for 17 days, lawmen from Etowah and St. Clair Counties and 
State Investigators Ben Allen and Arthur F. Mason worked with practically no clues.
Finally, Wednesday, July 15, one of hundreds of tips was the right one.
The truth bore out many of the investigators' assumptions but proved some others false.
Officers were right in believing:
1. The killer was cool, calm and cold-blooded.
2. He or she was no amateur at cutting up things. Viola said she learned to butcher hogs as a girl.
3. The victims were related.
4. They were killed at the same time and by the same person.
5. The men were killed possibly for revenge.
6. The killer did not care if the bodies were found, but wanted the limbs and identification to remain hidden.
7. The victims were residents of North Alabama.
THESE ASSUMPTIONS, however, were wrong:
1. The murders took place within a 10-mile radius of where the bodies were dumped.
2. The killer knew the houses at which she dumped the torsos were vacant.
3. The men were killed as a result of a bootleg, gambling or other racket war.
4. There was a special purpose in dumping the torsos in two separate counties.
CALHOUN COUNTY Jailer E. C. Millican said Miss Hyatt spent a quiet weekend.
“She ate all her meals," he said, “read magazines and stayed pretty quiet."
“That’s the way she’s been all along," Millican said.
"No way in the world to talk to him"—
Phone call for a dead man
BY DON BROWN, News staff writer
ANNISTON, Ala., July 17—A long-distance call for a dead man came here last night.
At 10:50 p.m., while suspects were being questioned and officers and the press were milling around, a phone 
rang in the sheriff’s office at the Calhoun County Courthouse.
Walter L. Allen, chief criminal investigator for the state of Alabama, answered.
THE OPERATOR told him the call was for Lee A. Harper from his brother, Fred Harper in Dozier, Ala.
“Operator, tell him there is no way in the world he can talk with Lee A. Harper. Tell him I will talk to him if he 
wishes."
Allen was connected with Harper and after a brief introduction, he answered the inevitable question.
“We are pretty certain they are, sir."
“We would like very much for an immediate
member of the family to come up here and see . .
“Come to the Sheriff’s Office in Anniston. We’ll have somebody looking for you."
WITH THAT, the brief conversation ended. Allen said Harper was expected in Anniston sometime this morning.
Another brother of the victims, Bob Harper, of Andalusia, last night gave investigators first positive proof of the 
torsos’ identification.
State investigator Allen, Alabama Public Safety Director Floyd Mann, and Etowah Circuit Solicitor L. Charles 
Wright flew there after receiving a tip the two brothers were missing in the Oxford area.
They showed Harper pictures of his brothers taken at the scenes where their mutilated bodies were found.
He identified them “as best as he could tell," Allen said.
Viola quiet
Continued from Page 1 “And she could ask more questions than a Philadelphia lawyer," Mrs. Reid added, "No 
matter who passed--'Who was that?'
“The family didn’t attend
church too much, but they took in a lot o' singings," the woman stated.
A Talladega boy, Larry Barton, told a News correspondent he played at a singing at White Park Heights Baptist 
Church the day the murders were committed, and Viola and her father led some of the songs.
The Harper brothers lived with the Hyatts “four or five years," Mrs. Reid said. "Ever since number nine (state 
highway nine near the community) was built."
The men drank
“WE DIDN’T SEE enough of those boys to miss ’em," she added.
Down the highway at Owen’s Cafe, Mrs. Lilie Owen said Viola and the Harpers, “came in twice a week 
sometimes, then two or three weeks before they’d come again."
“They were pretty good men, only they drank a good bit. But they never caused anybody any trouble," she said.
“They’d planned to go off on vacation, so nobody thought too much about them being gone," Mrs. Owen 
remarked.
“Viola seemed to be pleasant and friendly," Mrs. Owen said. “I didn’t think she could do that. It just didn't seem 
it could be true."
“Some say she was easy to get mad and all, the cafe owner said. “But I never saw it."
“No, Viola didn’t dress up or wear sporty clothes. But she kept herself neat," Mrs. Owen said.
“And she always had money."
No trouble
“I'VE KNOWN HER FOR years," Mrs. Alton Hall said, “but we’ve never had any trouble." The Hails live about 50 
yards away.
Mr. Hall said the night the brothers disappeared, “We heard some shots and hollaring of some kind down there. 
At different times you could hear ’em cursing."
“But I couldn’t tell no difference in her since then."
The Halls said they had known the Harper brothers three or four years.
“Lee was supposed to be her boyfriend," Mrs. Hall stated.
“But I never heard any talk about them getting married.”
“She drove Lee's car a lot, especially the last three weeks."
The neighbors to whom Viola was closest, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cobb, described her as" “just a Country girl and a 
good neighbor."
Cobb said when his mother died June 15, Viola came to the home “and was very helpful."
Last Tuesday, he said, Viola used the phone here to call and ask for an extended leave of absence for Lee.
“Those brothers never came around nobody. That’s why we didn’t miss ’em" Cobb said.
Thought it reunion
HE ALSO stated he and his wife heard no shots or shouts Saturday night, June 27.
“We didn’t know anything about it until last (Thursday) night. I thought all the cars there were for a reunion."
Asked if he thought Mr. and Mrs. Hyatt would be able to get along without Viola’s help, Mr. Cobb reminded she 
never worked.
They have a prospering farm, he said, and Mr. Hyatt receives a monthly old-age check.
Mr. Cobb was among 30 neighbors who visited the Hyatt farm while Viola reenacted the crime for investigators.
But he remained on the porch with her stepmother and father. The others looked on from the driveway and 
through fences.
Viola first spoke briefly to her parents on the porch. There was no embrace or emotion seen. Neither parent 
rose to meet the woman. Then they went inside.
Went into yard
A SHORT TIME LATER she came out the back door with a broom and went to the far side of a large chicken 
yard. She scratched in the ground with the broom handle, showing Officers Ben Allen an A. F. Mason what was 
there.
Then she took the men to the aluminum trailer jacked up on concrete blocks. Inside the trailer was where she 
said she shot the brothers in the face with a shotgun.
The trio stopped briefly outside the trailer door and she showed the spot where she chopped up the bodies.  
She next took the officers to
a rundown corn crib across
the driveway from the trailer,
and to a crude wheelbarrow used to haul the torsos to
Lee’s car.
Viola and Investigators Allen and Mason then disappeared 30 minutes while she guided them to a cornfield 
where she buried the double-edged ax.
Ashes analyzed
ON THE WAY they passed two piles of ashes that are now
being analyzed.
While they were gone, a hard rain began that thinned out the crowd considerably.
When the three returned, wet to the skin, they went back to the house.
Viola came out minutes later in a dry dress. Mason went to the car to get a raincoat for her. Then the trio 
walked to the car and drove away.
It was later learned they went over the entire route she drove disposing of bodies, limbs and clothes. It covered 
170 miles.
The neighbors dispersed slowly after Viola and the Officers left. Soon White Plains was quiet and peaceful again.
 News staff photo—Norman Dean
VIOLA HYATT POSES FOR EXCLUSIVE NEWS PHOTO * The confessed killer of Emmett and Lee Harper after re-
enacting crime
WELLS SEARCHED FOR MISSING LIMBS . . . Earl Payne, Gadsden, in risky search
Torso murder theory—
Killer may have forced second man to watch while first victim slain
BY DON BROWN, News staff writer
GADSDEN, Ala.. July 1—Was one of two torso murder victims forced to watch as the other was shot in the 
face, clubbed and then
dismembered? .’ ’ . ,
That horrifying picture emerged today as a possible aspect of the gruesome slayings of the two white men 
whose dismembered
bodies were found along U. S. 11 Sunday and Monday.
Authorities here theorize the victims ate supper together about an hour before they were murdered.
CONTENTS OF BOTH stomachs included tomatoes and onions. Etowah Circuit Sol. L. Charles Wright said he 
did not think the meal was eaten in a restaurant.
The torso of the second mutilated victim revealed marks that could have been made by rope or chains, State 
Toxicologist R. L. Johnson said.
Johnson also pointed out that the second murdered man was shot in the left portion of the face and not full 
in the face as was the first man.
This could indicate he was trying to dodge the shotgun blast a few inches away.
HOPES FOR identifying the victims have been spurred by drawings reproducing their features as nearly as 
possible. 
The sketches were made by John A. King, a Gadsden artist at the request of state investigators Ben Allen 
and A. F Mason
Following is King’s opinion on the looks of each man: 
Body number one (Mr. X)— 55-68 years old; about five feet, 11 inches tall; weight 180-190. Hair thinning a 
little, dark gray on top but a steel blue light gray at (the temples; combed straight back with no part. Gray 
hair on chest.
Face — heavy features: rather thin lips; hazel brown eyes with thin eyebrows; high forehead olive 
complexion.
KING SAID this man also had cauliflower ear, indicating athletic ability at either boxing or wrestling.
Body number 2 (Mr. Y)—55 tp 58 years old; about five feet, eight or nine inches tall: weighed 185-190; 
heavier than the first man.
Hair — yellowish gray, thinning in the center but bushy on temples; combed straight back.
Face-double chin with massive jowls; full mouth; prominent nose with pointed quality and wide nostrils; eyes 
brown but heavy and sunken; very prominent forehead and prominent bone across eyes. Thick neck.
Etowah County Circuit Solicitor L. C. Wright said King was positive both men were of Greek descent or were 
from a near Mediterranean area.
Complexion of the victims, the artist said, was on the olive side.
INVESTIGATORS said no definite action was planned today, “unless something breaks.” “We’ll be searching 
out every little thing that comes in."
Wright would not go into further detail.
A massive, seven-hour search yesterday for the limbs of the murdered men and any other clues apparently 
was fruitless.
The Etowah Civil Defense, lawmen and other volunteers roamed the hilly countryside near the murder areas 
from 9 a.m. until about 4 p.m.
THREE SKIN DIVERS from the Gadsden Mere-Devils searched creeks, lakes and wells of the farm houses 
where each torso was found, but uncovered nothing of value to the case.
They were Earl Payne, Craven O’Bryant and Curtis Jerrells.
Endless leads have been run down by investigators, but few have proved sound.
One of the most hopeful leads that later proved useless was a ripped man’s billfold found several miles from 
the bodies. It was later "found to belong to a Birmingham man who said it had been stolen last week-end at 
a Hayes Aircraft picket line.
MISSING PERSONS have been reported from all over Alabama,
 investigators said, and calls have even come in from Georgia and Tennessee. Some persons have even 
come to Gadsden hoping to identify the torsos as those of lost relatives.
No one but investigators, funeral home attendants and the press, however, have viewed the gory remains of 
these men. Moreover, nobody will.
The victims were buried today at 11 a.m.
The city of Gadsden paid funeral expenses and Collier-Butler Funeral Home directed the services.
Dr. Denson Franklin was the officiating minister. The bodies were buried in Alabama City Cemetery.
Woman
Continued from Page 1
It was believed Miss Hvatt tossed two arms and legs in one spot and the other iimbs in another.
Miss Hyatt, returned to Calhoun County Jail this morning for rest after an all-night session of questioning and 
showing officers where the limbs were disposed of, told these reporters:
"I FEEL BETTER after telling my own story.”
The stout, black-haired woman wavered several times during intensive questioning by the battery of state 
investigators, highway patrolmen and county authorities from Etowah and Calhoun.
And early this morning she agreed to reenact the drive over the trail.
MISS HYATT also led officers to a blood-stained, two-headed ax which she said she used to chop up the 
bodies.
She pointed out where she left the ax, in a cornfield near the house.
She also showed investigators the wheelbarrow, when she said she used to transport the bodies and limbs to 
Lee Ander Harper’s automobile.
Miss Hyatt said she loaded the bodies in the car and drove off to dispose of them. 
Investigators also located the automobile, the back seat caked with dried blood. The seat appeared once to 
have been drenched thoroughly with blood.
A curious crowd gathered around the blood-spattered car parked at the county jail today. A blood stained 
hat still lay on the front seat.
NEIGHBORS TOLD POLICE they remembered hearing about eight shots early in the morning about the time 
the two Harper brothers disappeared.
Investigators recovered some of the missing limbs shortly after daybreak.
For lack of identification, Emmett Harper had been labeled “Mr. X” since his body was found the afternoon of 
June 28 near an abandoned house in Etowah County near Gadsden.
THE BODY OF HIS brother, found the next day in St. Clair County 10 miles from the first body, was labeled 
“Mr. Y.”
The bodies were buried, then later exhumed and placed in a deep freeze at Gadsden in hopes of identifying 
them.
Miss Hyatt is being held in County Jail although she had not been formally charged in the case this morning.
However, Calhoun County Sheriff Roy C. Snead said he intended to get warrants charging Miss Hyatt with 
first degree murder.
“WHEN RETURNED to jail after leading officers on the 'whisky trail,” Miss Hyatt had only one request.
She asked highway patrolmen to send to Birmingham for her pastor, a student there.
Miss Hyatt told officers she and Lee Ander Harper had an understanding of an engagement.
 and planned to be married after he took his vacation this Summer.
She said his pet nickname for her was “Sweet.”
Both the murder victims are formerly of Dozier, near Andalusia.
LEE ANDER HARPER had been employed at Bynum, Ala., and his brother had worked for the Henry Beer 
Construction Co. at Anniston.
Officers this morning were still searching a creek where Miss Hyatt said she tossed more of the missing 
limbs.
Miss Hyatt said she threw the arms and legs out the window of the auto as she drove on.
IT WAS BELIEVED she threw out two arms and two legs in one spot and the remainder in another.
She went with Chief Criminal Investigator W. L. Allen and Investigator A. S. Mason on the trip through the 
rural area.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Hyatt, were questioned by officers from about 8 p.m. last night until early 
today.
OFFICERS ALSO questioned Dewey Carroll of White Plains, whom Miss Hyatt had implicated in the murders.
The recovered limbs were found on Highway 278 between Hokes Bluff and Piedmont.
But he also was released today and Sheriff Snead said he didn’t believe Carroll had anything to do with the 
slayings. ,
Investigators, after spending hours questioning Miss Hyatt and searching for limbs, said many points in the 
double murder have yet to be cleared up. They said it may be 48 hours or more before some of the puzzling 
details are pieced together.
ALABAMA PUBLIC SAFETY Director Floyd Mann and Etowah County Circuit Solicitor Charles Wright had 
stepped into the case personally. 
Other investigators include Ben Allen, Highway Patrolmen Herman Chapman and Harry E. Sims, 
OFFICERS, SWARMING on the tiny community of White Plains about 18 miles northeast of Anniston, found 
the box-like trailer where the Harper brothers had lived.
The door had been blasted with a shotgun and shotgun pellets were found scattered around the door. 
The elderly Hyatt said the door was blasted in an accident during the last hunting season. Two axes with 
stains which might be blood were found on the 40-acre farm.
UNIDENTIFIED STAINS also were found outside on the ground near the trailer. 
The trailer where the Harper brothers had lived for about three years is about 40 yards to the
rear of the farm house where the Hyatts live.
The house is located in the midst of a number of oak trees which Viola Hyatt said her father planted when 
he was a youngster.
The first big break in the baffling, three-weeks-old case occurred yesterday when a brother of the dead men 
tentatively identified them.
FOLLOWING UP A tip that the Harper brothers were missing, authorities, including Safety Director Mann, 
flew to Andalusia yesterday morning. With Mann were W. L. Allen and Sol. Wright. There, they showed Bob 
Harper photographs of the dead men. Bob Harper said he believed, “as nearly as possible” they were his 
brothers who lived at White Plains.
Investigators converged on White Plains yesterday looking for the house and located the house trailer after 
talking with townspeople.
Etowah and Calhoun County authorities took the Hyatt couple and their daughter and Carroll in for 
questioning about 8 o’clock las night.
The elderly Hyatt couple were taken home by deputies about 2 a.m.
CARROLL WAS released about 5 a.m. and Sheriff Snead said Carroll was not believed involved in the case.
Authorities questioned Viola Hyatt until about 2:15 a.m.
Shortly after 2:30 a.m., Investigators W. L. Allen and Mason reported she “wanted to show them 
something.”
The “whisky trail” route winds northward from White Plains toward Piedmont, circles south of Gadsden and 
continues toward where the dismembered bodies were found west of Gadsden in Etowah and St. Clair 
Counties.
Officers said they had established the time of the murders as early Sunday morning, June 28.
It had been believed the Harper brothers were killed some time Saturday night.
THE FIRST BODY, that of Emmett Harper (Mr. X) was found about 1:30 p.m. Sunday by a man passing by. 
The body of Lee Harper (Mr. Y) was found about 11:20 Monday morning. 
The mutilated bodies were labeled “Mr. X” and “Mr. Y” for lack of identification.
It also was disclosed today the bodies have been in a deepfreeze at Gadsden since they were exhumed a 
few days ago. Investigating officers reported that Viola Hyatt has been “very cooperative” but that many 
details of the twin murders have yet to be cleared up.
One of the big questions was “why.”
OFFICERS SAID no motive for
the murders has yet been definitely established.
Another big question was why the bodies were dismembered.
Viola Hyatt told officers she was unfamiliar with the areas where the bodies were dumped.
She said she didn’t even know that the houses where the bodies were found were vacant.
Neither did she tell officers immediately why she dumped the bodies 10 miles apart. 
The body of Emmett Harper was found about 38 miles from the big farm house where the Hyatts lived. The 
body of his brother was found about 49 miles from the house via the “whisky trail.”
The unpainted, typical frame farm house is located about two miles from White Plains, a tiny community 
with three stores about 18 miles northeast of Anniston.
THROUGHOUT THE HOURS of questioning, the elderly Hyatt couple stuck to their story about the two Harper 
brothers being on vacation.
They and their daughter had told officers the brothers had gone to Andalusia to visit their brother.
Investigators checking at Andalusia learned that the brothers had not been there since last December, when 
they visited for Christmas.
